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UN H stud ent

~barged

in Inu rde r

his body was identified through
fingerprints.
More than a dozen witnesses
UNH freshman Barney Seil
was arrested by State Police said Woodside was in the downWednesday night and charged town Durham area in the hours
with the first degree murder of a prior to his death. According to
35-year-old Maine man, Joseph witnesses, he was in and out of
Woodside, whose body was found Wildcat Pizza, bought cigarettes
on a path off Pettee Brook Lane at Jodi's Party and Beverage
Center, and paced up and down
early Wednesday morning.
Seil, 18, entered no plea at his Main Street for at least half an
arraignment yesterday after- . hour.
Several witnesses reported that
noon, in a special session of
Durham District Court before Woodside displayed a large
Judge Joseph Nadeau. Seil is amount of money, and walked
being held without bail in the with crutches, though he did not
Strafford County Jail, pending a appear to need them. Also his left
hearing hand was said to be bandaged.
cause
probable
Police spokesmen declined to
scheduled for Nov. 29, at 2 p.m. ·
Assistant Attorney General comment on reports that WoodPeter Heed said the murder in- side was pointed out to an officer
at least once Tuesday night.
vestigation is not over.
"Several composite pictures
Two UNH students discovered
ap- have been made in an effort to
at
body
Woodside's
proximately 1:45 a.m. Wed- identify the people he was last
nesday, in the bushes off a dirt seen with," Heed said. These picpath behind the Wilderness Trails tures were shown to several
Sports Shop. Strafford ounty people, including employees of
Medjcal Referee, Paul Young, some downtown businesses.
At approximately 1:45 a.m.,
pronounced Woodside dead at the
two fourth floor Stoke Hall
scene.
An autopsy performed later residents, William Connor and
Wednesday morning by Young at James Brunelle, were taking a
the Tasker and Chesley Funeral shortcut to Stoke from downtown
Home in Dover showed that Durham when they came upon
Woodside's death was caused by the crutches and saw the body.
cerebral hemorrhaging, together Brunelle stayed there while Conwith acute swelling of the brain, nor ran to call an ambulance.
"We didn't know he was dead
brought on by massive injuries to
the back of the head, including a at the time," said Brunelle. "We
fractured skull. The injuries just thought he was unconresulted from repeated blows scious."
The contents of Woodside's red
with a blunt instrument, accorbackpack, including clothes and
ding to the police report.
Woodside was "currently or cigarettes, were strewn around
formerly a resident of North the area. Several empty beer botVassalboro, Maine,'' according tles were also in the area, accortate Police re rts. Heed said din to a source who arrived on

By Laura Meade
and Joel Brown

the scene a few minutes after
Connor and Brunelle. Woodside's
wallet had also been emptied, according to other sources at the
scene.
Wednesday · night, several
residents of the sixth floor of
Stoke were brought to the
Durham Police Station for
questioning by state and local
police and Strafford County
The
deputies.
Sheriff's
questioning resulted in Seil's
arrest, Heed said.
Paul Hodes, an attorney in the
criminal division at the New ·
Hampshire Attorney General's
office, said that, according to
Seil's roommate, Bob Laquerre,
Seil was downtown drinking with
his friends Tuesday night.
Laquerre said he was awakened
when Seil and another person
came back to the room with
beers and turned on the music.
Seil and the other person went out
of the room for less than five
returning,
before
minutes
Laquerre said.
· "I can't see Barney doing
that," Laquerre said. "He just
told me they had talked to this
guy, and that the guy showed
them a big wad and said it was
500 dollars or something like
that."
Allegedly, the 18-year-old Seil
and his companions met Woodside at the Wildcat Pizza.
According to Steve Martino,
sixth floor Stoke Resident
Assistant, at one point Wednesday, Seil was seen on a sixth
floor window ledge, ''kidding
around, saying that if he jumped,

MURDER, page 7

UNH freshman Barney Seil is led fr«>m Durham District Court
yesterday where he was arraigned for the murder of a Maine
man. Seil lives on the sixth floor of Stoke Hall and is from Pittsfield, N.H. (Jonathan Blake photo)

Beer to he serv ed
on all Pllb nigh ts
By Ellen Kunes

In an effort to boost declining
attendance, the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) Pub will now
serve beer four nights a week.
Eighteen and 19-year-old
students will be admitted according to the MUB Board of Governors (BOG) proposal adopted
unanimously Tuesday night.
Jim Connors, chairman of the
MUB BOG, said he hopes the
move will lower the financial
1osses the Pub has suffered each
week this semester.
Th~ Pub has incurred weekly
losses averaging $500, accorcli~~

Insid e
Campus Calendar••.•...... page 5
Notices................... .. page 6
Editorial, letters........ pages 14, 15
Features.............. pages 16, 17
Clau ads.................. page 21
Comics............... pages 22, 23
Sports................. pages 25-28

to J. Gregg Sanborn, director of
Student Activities.
From an annual subsidy of
$6,823, granted to the Pub by the
MUB BOG last spring, $2,700
remains.
The Pub had alternated beer
and non-beer nights this
sem~ter, in response to the rise
of the New Hampshire State
drinking age from 18 to 20 passed
last spring. According to Sanbo~n
fewer students attend non-beer
nights than beer nights.
Connors said the change won't
erase the deficit. "But we think it
will cut the amount of money
we've been losing," he said.
. Students age 20 and older will
be hand-stamped at the Pub door.
Two "spotters" will check that
only students with stamps will be
served beer.
Danny Crowell, chairman of
the Pub Board of Directors, expressed confidence that the Pub
staff could enforce the drinking
laws.
"Waitresses will also be carding students at the tables,"
Crowell said. 11 We hope that
student9' will· be responsible
enough not to take advantage of
the situation."
The Pub will continue to have a
50 cent cover charge.

Officials observe the body of Joseph Woodside who was found bludgeoned to death near Pettee
Brook Lane early Wednesday morning. (Laura Meade photo)

Six students may face deportat ion

Iran ians ' statu s chec ked
By Randy Blossom

Possibly six Iranian students at
UNH are /resently· "out of
status" an face deportation
proceedings for violations of
student visa regulations, according to Sam Feldman, district
director of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service in Boston.

Feldman said the figures
represent documented information his office has at this time
and verification of the figures is
forthcoming.
an
Ghamami,
Mohamed
Iranian student and president of
the international students at
UNH, said though Feldman's

figures may be valid, they

probably reflect minor violations
of student visa regulations such
as the required yearly renewal of
passport papers and can be
cleared up with a trip to the
Boston office.

IRANIANS,page 4
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-News Briefs,-- - Com111:uters may pay hea,l th fee
Library gets $25,000

By Michael Landroche
The controversial $20 mandatory health fee probably won't
be waived for UNH commuter
students next semester.
''The commuter issue, for me,
is not a valid reason for waiving
payment of the fee,'' said VicePresident for Student Affairs
Richard Stevens.
The mandatory health fee was
passed by the finance and Budget
Committee of the Board of
·
Trustees on Nov. 7.
The bill calls for·a $20 fee to be
paid by all UNH undergraduates
who are not exempt by the waiver
system.
According to Marc Hiller of the
Health Services Advisory Committee (HSAC), the committee
received official charge to co.n-.

The University's Board of Trustees recently allocated $25_,ooo to
the Dimond Library for the purchase of academic books.
Professors from academic departments say that research is in
jeopady because the library's purchasing fund is low.
Donald Vincent, director of the library; said he didn't know to
which of the library's 48·departments and subdivisions the money
would be allocated, in a preliminary observation.
The additional sum of $25,000 will be added to the library's 'free
fund' for expenditures. Of the $53,000 in the fund, $40,000 had been
spent at the end of Aul!ust. This meant the library had onlby $13.000
to spend within academic departments and the internal li racy.
"This money probably won-'t carry the library through the year
but it certainly is helpful funding," Vincent said. "Divided between the departments, the money won't go too far. How long the
money lasts depends on the departments' needs,'' he said.

a

Dedication planned
A classroom in UNH's ROTC building will be dedicated to the
memory of an honor student who was killed in a plane crash last
year.
Two plaques in memory of Thomas Johann LeBel will be unveiled in the room on the main floor of Zais Hall Saturday.
LeBel, the son of Roger and Anna LeBel of Londonderry, N.H.,
was a distinguished graduate of the UNH Air Force ROTC
program. He received a b{lchelor of science degree in physics in

three years the service at Hood
House has been split equally
among resident and commuter
students.
Director of Health Services
Peter Patterson said that in September 40 percent of the students
served at Hood House were
commuter students.
In an informal survey, most
students felt that commuter
students should be exempt from
paying the fee.
"I think the mandatory health
fee is a good idea," said resident _
student Tracey McCuster. "But
it's a different story for commuter students," she said. "It
should be optional for them.''
"There is a need for money at

REACTION, page 8

At preregistration

Ralllpal adds concert
Jean-Pierre Rampal has agreed to perform second Celebrity
Series concert on Friday, January 25 at 12: 15 p.m. in the Johnson
Theater, Ann Cochran, assistant director of student activities,
said Tuesday.
Tickets to the concert will be sold on a first come basis Nov. 28
·
to UNH students, faculty and staff, beginning at 10 a.m.
The second performance has been planned beCaiise tickets
for tl!e first performance were sold out before school started. _
~et limit will be two per person. Students, faculty and staff
musl"have two I.D.'s to buy two tickets at the $4.50 reduced rate.
·
General admission is $6.50.

sider the waiver system on Monday of this week.
"Dick Stevens has asked me to
present a proposal to him by the .
first of December," Hiller said.
'~There may be some valid
reasons for waiving the fee for
individual students," Stevens
said. "If a student could prove
that the fee is a duplication of expenses, the fee could be waived.
· "I'm not sure of the whole ~
religious question,'' he said, ''b.ut
· it's something to look into.
Military dependents may beexempt because they have complete coverage at Pease Air
Force Base. The issue of 'I don't
use Hood House so I shouldn't pay
the health fee,' is not a valid one."
Stevens said his records indicate that for the last two or

First come not first served
By Mark Winer
Contrary to the belief of many
students, the preregistration
system is not a first come/first
serve procedure.
"It doesn't matter if you get
your fo~ in on the first day of
preregistration or on the last
day," said James Wolf, associate
registrar.
According to Wolf all course
request forms are dropped into a
huge pool. Undergraduate and
· transfer students are treated
equally.
''The computer takes graduate
.students first and then ununThose
dergraduates.
dergraduates with the most total
credits prior to the present
semester receive the highest
priority. They are the first ones
scheduled for the selected courses," Wolf"said.
A student with 80 credits has a
better opportunity to get the
same course as a student with 76
credits, he said.

1978.

A commission second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force, LeBel
had been selected for pilot training at Williams Air·Force Base in
Arizona. He was killed in a light plane crash in Ossipee, N.H. on
June 25, 1978, during a private instruction session prepartory to
pilot training school.
Dedication participants will include _Richard Morse, chairman
of the University System of New Hampshire Board of Trustees;
Jere Chase, .interim president of UNH; Col. Donald Miller of the
UNH Air Force ROTC program; and Janet Sorlin, cadet corps
commander.
The dedication will begin at 1():45 a.m. Coffee will be served in
the first floor lounge of Zais Hall beginning at 10 a.m.

Thirteen
buildings
need

Incoming freshmen, with zero
credits, have the least chance of
getting all their course selections .. "But," Wolf said, "this
problem is alleviated by offering
12 to 15 sections in freshman
courses."
In cases where there are more
than one person with the same
amount of credits opting for the
same course, the DEC-10 <Digital
Electronic Computer) considers
a student's social security number. The lowest number gets the
highest priority. So a: first
semester freshman with a social

The first of a series of lectures on "Man and the Computer" will
be held on Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. at the New England Center.
Professor Patrick Winston, director of the artificial intelligence
laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology wHl
discuss ''Artificial Intelligence and Our Future.''
John Limber, UNH associate professor of psychology, will be
the commentator at the lecture.
Those wishing to attend the lecture should contact Co~puter
Services ~t 862-2323 to preregister. The lecture ii free.

The weather
· Today will be sunny with high temperatures in the 40s, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Chance of precipitation is 30 percent today and 10 percent
tonight.
Saturday's forecast calls for light snow or rain with high temperatures in the 40s.

............. ............. .
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Litter money used
for many purposes
By Nancy Carr
The $20,000 spent annually for
litter control on campus pays for
more than just trash cans.
The money spent, under the
direction of Claude ·Patterson,
manager of grounds and roads
department of the Physical Plant
Operation and Maintenance
<PPO&M), covers labor, rakes,
canvas bags, sticks, vehicle purchases and gasoline. '
"It is necessary to use and
maintain two vehicles in the effort against litter and garbage on
campus," said Henry Dozier
assistant director of PPO&M. ''A
pick-up truck and a Cushman allpurpose vehicle are used by the
·
department."
Money for litter control comes

from the University Operating Funds. PPO&M assesses needs
and allocates accordingly.
Dozier said the litter problem
on campus is everywhere.
Parking lots imparticular get a
lot of abuse, litter-wise, he said.
Dozier expressed concern
about the large amount of money
necessary to control litter and the
apparent lack of effort and in- ·
terest on the part of students,
faculty and staff.
George Page, groundsworker
for the grounds and roads department wrote a letter to the editor
of The New Hampshire regarding the litter problem. Page offered several suggestions to
·clean up the campus.

By Debbie Lukacsko
Thirteen buildings on campµs
need repair work, according to a
'Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance <PPO&M> official.
.Peter Ohlenbush, ·work control
coordinator said, "Off hand,
Nesmith Hall has the most structural damages. The exterior is in
bad shape and the stone veneer is
crumbling."
Nesmith needs $118,000 worth
of repairs to the metal flashings,
slates, downspouts, and front entrance.
''There is, however, no danger
to anyone," Ohlenbush said. "If
the slightest danger did exist, the
buildings would be evacuated
both by the fire department and
.
thePPO&M."
Paul Creative Arts Center;
Snively Arena, Diamond Library,
Conant, New Hampshire, Kendall, and Murkland halls also
.
need extensive repairs.
The other buildings on the list
which need repair work are Mcconnel and Taylor halls; and
Janetos, Wolff and Richards
houses. The estimated repairs for ·
these buildings has been listed at
$7 ,000 each except for Taylor Hall
~hich was listed at $5,000.
UNH spends $20,000 a year to clean up litter on campus. (BarREPAIRS, page 21
bie Walsh photo)
#

Winston to lecture

security number of 001-13-1435
will have a better chance of getting the same course as a freshman with a 013-54-9284 number.
There are, however, a few exceptions to the preregistration
priority system.
"We do give some priorities to
handicapped persons, students
with jobs and parents who have to
leave their children at day care
centers. Because of difficult
schedules it is necessary that
these people have specific course

_
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Student sues over
tuition quarrel

Soft light slants through the windows of this shed on Route 155. (Mike Horn photo>

________d___b_________fi____h_________
fi fi_____
UNH e aters in t or un
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By Dennis Cauchon
Believe it or not, spending a
weekend arguing about the
regulation of mass ~edia in the
United States can be fun, according to Dennis Chase, member of
the UNH Debate Club.
It is even more fun when you go
undefeated as Chase and his partner, Elaina Viel, did last
weekend at Southern Connecticut State College.
''When we came in first I was
surprised," Chase said. "It's so
subjective you don't know what a
judge is going to pick up on."
The debates pit two pairs of
students from . different schools
against each other in an hour and
a half contest. One coach from
another team acts as judge until
the finals when there are three
judges.
One team presents the affir-

mative side, showing a problem
and presenting a solution, while
the other team tries to destroy
their argument.
Viel and Chase destroyed six
out of six affirmative arguments.
The subject, regulation of mass
media, allows debaters to focus
on topics like television advertisements aimed at children and
violence on the tube, said Debate
Club coach Barry Maddix.
"The fact that they were the
negative team makes their victories so impressive," Maddix
said. "If the negative team is not
familiar with the issue then
they're definitely at a disadvantage."
Janet Peter, another member
of the Debate Club, experienced
the reverse of this situation.
The first team she debated was
totally prepared for their affir-

By Linda Gellman
A UNH undergraduate is suing
the University oq grounds that
she paid an additional $3,040 ~
tuition when classified as an outof-state student from September
1976 to September 1978.
Donna Watton;- a zoology
major living in Durham, sa1a sne
was denied in-state tuition rates
by the UNH Residency Appeals
Board in 1976 "even though my
parents have been register~ tax
payers in Nottingham, New
Hampshire since 1975."
- Watton said she presented her
appeal in 1976 to Vice President
of Budget and Finance, Allan
Prince, chairman of the Residency Appeals Board. She said
Prince and the board rejected her
request because her parents
owned and lived part time in a
house in Lowell, Mass.
Watfon, 23, "'was granted - instate tuition when the house was
sold in 1978. She said the board
owes her the $3,040 to cover the
two-year period she paid out-ofstate tuition rates.
-.
According to the UNH
Registrars Office rtiles governing
tuition rates, if a student is financially dependent on his or her
parents and the parents have a
home
outside
Neweligible
Hampshire,
the student
is not
for in-

s~~n:..ti~~dhedidnotwishto
comment on Watton's lawsuit

because "it's a court case."
Watton said the board thinks
mative argument.
her parent's Nottingham home
"They had our whole speech is only a summer residence
written out," Peter said. "They because it is located on a lake
knew it better than we did. They surrounded by ·summer camps,
and because the road to the home
is not plowed in the winter by the
DEBATERS, page 6

town plows.
"The house is heated year ·
round," Watton said "and the
road is not plowed by the town
because it is not a town approved
road."
- Watton hired a lawyer in
Au2USt after sending the Board a
1977 co~y of her brother's out-ofstate twtion bill from the University of Lowell in Massachusetts.
She also sent them a verificaton
of the family's Nottingham
residence tax payments since
1975.

TUITION, page 23

Trustees create new tv hoard
By Michael Landroche
The University System Board
of Trustees approved . the
establishment of a new Board of
Governors to oversee the
management of New Hampshire
Public Television (NHPTV).
The new Board would be
responsible for the general
operating of NHPTV, budget and

finance, -program development,
fund raising andfublic relations.
"This is a rea attempt on our
part to create a better governance
structure
for
public
television,'' said Trustee Chairman Richard Morse.
"Instead of fragmenting the
responsibilities
of
NHPTV
throughout the committees of the
Board of Trustees, we're creating
a Board of Governors that will be

responsible for the whole thing,"
he said.
The seven-member Board of
Governors would consist of the
President of UNH, two Trustees
who will be appointed by the
chairman of the Trustees, and
four other members who will be
nominated by the New Hampshire Public Broadcasting

TRUSTEES, page 5

Town,UNH work on sign problem
By Laura Meade
The Durham Board of Selectmen recently asked the University to "become involved" with

room instead.
The Iranian student also reported five crank calls aimed at him
this week. The caller identified
himself as John Smith and asked
for the student by name. The
student never talked to the caller.
The demonstration was not
directed against the Iranian
students on campus, said Jack
Burroughs, a Lambda Chi Alpha
pledge. It was aimed at the "socalled" students holding the
American Embassy in Teheran.
"You can't classify those
people as students. They're
terrorist punks," he said. "We're
denouncing terrorism and we're
denouncing Khomeini who has no
knowledge of true governmental
process."

In response, UNH Police have
asked campus residents to turn in
any traffice c~ntrol devices they
may have, and have made
arrests.
Three students, Robert Coppins, 18 of 318 Alexander Hall and
Winchester, Mass., William
Colella, 18 of 304 Alexander Hall
and Manchester, Mass. and
Robert Goober, 19, of 216 Hunter
Hall and Sharon, Mass. were
arrested last week and charged
with possession of stolen property. All three will be arraigned at
the Durham District Court on
Nov. _20. Fourteen signs were
recovered from the three rooms.
"The information about the
traffice signs on campus comes
from direct police observations,"
said Officer Robert Prince. "We
were able to compile a list of
rooms in dormitories that have
traffice control devices in them.
This is an ongoing, growing list.''
Flanders said stolen and vandalized signs have been a longstanding problem. · "It costs in
excess of $1,000 a year to replace
the signs," he said. "That cost
has to be passed on to somebody.
It's inevitable that the students
are the ones who have to pay.''
"A responsibility has been
placed on the shoulders of the

MARCH, page 5

SIGNS, page 19

the problem of stolen signs in the
community, according to Dave
Flanders, Director of Public
Safety.

UNH students march
against Ayatollah
By Randy Blossom
and Dennis Cauchon
Members of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity - staged a peaceful
demonstration
Wednesday
calling for the release of
American hostages being held in
the U.S. embassy in Teheran.
Between 35 and 40 brothers of
the UNH fraternity marched
around campus early Wednesday
night carrying an American flag
and a banner which read, ''Free
American Hostages in Iran."
The doors of International
House were locked during the
demonstration, according to an
Iranian student, who asked not to
be named. The student, a
mechanical engineering major,
said he was told to turn off the
lights in his room and lock his
door.
He said he went to a friend's

.

She said the Board- rejected
both docuIJlents claiming her
case was "very weak."
Edward Clancey, Watton's
lawyer, said he plans to use the
documents in court.
"I will ask Donna's family to
testify on the stand.'' Clancey
said, ''because the burden of
proof is in our hands."
Clancey said this means the
Board will presume they are
correct because they will use
current Uruversity · tuition rate
rules for verification.
"We would like to show that
they are iqcorre~t in this
case," Clancey said.
·
Joseph Millimet, a lawyer who
handles UNH legal cases, may be
defending UNH, according to his
--assistant, Donna Purkhiser.
Purkhiser said Millimet has
until Dec. 4 to say whether he will
represent the University on the
case. Purkhiser said she is sure
Millimet has "nothing to say" until after his first review of the
case.
Millimet was unavailable for

Sign theft has become a problem in Durham costing the town
and University thousands of dollars. (Laura Meade photo)
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with his office as attending school
in N.;w Hampshire and 15 percent
of the aliens are presently out of
status .
Students found in serious
.
violation of student visa
regulations will face deportation
:• PRE_CISION HAIRCUTTING.•
proceedings which commence
Wekome back special thru Oct.
with the issuance of a violation
~ of them in New England.
notice from the ImmigratiOI\
Phone::(S03f 659-294~ . . ~ith UNH I.D. 's
Mitchell Road ·
Nearly 180 Iranians already · Service. Warrants for arrests
.Tues_. - Fri.,
_Nottingham, N.H.
IRANIANS
have been ordered to leave tbe may be issued at any time.
Hairstyling $8, reg. $10
continued from page 1
country in 30 days.
The dei:K'>rtation proceedings
Ten Iranians are presently ''in are adversary in nature, accor2 miles 125 South
Turn right at sign
Lee.Traffic Cir~le,
1
The count to determine the ~~~µs" at UNH •. according to ding to Feldman. Students are
number of Iranian students in the Feldman's figures.
entitled to an attorney at their
-~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~.mdth•~~w~~w~
To be considered "in status," a own expense, or may have one
ordered by Pres. Jimmy Carter foreign student must maintain a appointed for them by the many
in the wake of the seizure of 62 satisfactory academic and finan- agencies serving foreign studen/
American hostages at the cial standing, and notify the ts.
University figures on the num<D American Embassy in Tehran educational institution as well as
the Immigration Service of any ber of Iranian students do not
::S Nov.4.
...
In ordering the Justice Depar- change of address.
agree with those of the Im0 tment to perform a head count of
"Of the six students listed as migration Service .
out of status," Feldman said,
en~ all Iranian students, Carter exAnn Dishman, International
0 pressed concern over anti- "it's possible that one or more Student Advisor at UNH, said
0 American activities by Iranian may have transferred to another there are 13 Iranian students at
school, and we simply haven't the University and all of them are
C: students in the U.S.
::J
The government has estimated received notification yet."
in status.
Feldman said approximately
-+ that about 45,000 Iranian students
"''I can't foresee any problems
moved rom._otf,r_
1
~ presently reside in the _U.S., 4000 200 Iranian students are listed at all,'' she said.
Dishman said she was notified
Main Street Store I
yesterday by the Immigration
cQ. 1.....
Service that all UNH Iranian
. YOUNG
CD
new
is
students must report to the
:::J
Boston office within 30 days for
Fine Arts ,G allery
3~ DOVER RD. DURHAM
an official check on their status.
''Our responsibility lies · in
;;~
keeping the Immigration Service
0
in Boston informed as to the
Traditional prints and
o·
academic
and financial status of
c
painting auction
the foreign students here. If a
:::J
Wednesday November 28, 7p._m . student graduates, withdraws or
is suspended, we simply notify
(/)
Immigration and our responsibility terminates there," Dishc
man said.
Viewing: Mon-Wed Nov. 26-28, 10a.m.-5p.m.
Q.
Upon reporting a letter from
(1)
Tel. 868-2791
Unillustrated catalog-$3.00 or $3.50 by mail
the
University to the student in:::J
Auctioneer George M. Young, Jr.
dicating satisfactory academic
and financial status at UNltmust
be presented. Passports will be
Personal Checks ·
•
;;·
'• .u
checked and each student will be
N.H. Liscence No. 1900
interviewed individually by an
-·
. . .
0
Immigration official.
Stµden,JDiscount StudentDitcount
IRANIANS, page 9
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The Registrar's office
is currently displaying a list
of all December degree candidates.
This list is located on the
bulletin board in the basement
'
of Thompson Hall.
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If your name is NOT on
the list and you wish to
graduate in December, please be sure
to pick up an intent-to-graduate
card in Room 8-A, Thompson Hall.
The LAST DAY TO FILE
FOR GRADUATION IS
NOVEMBER 16th.
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Trustees
create
tv hoard
TRUSTEES

continued from page 3
Council, Inc., subject to confirmation by the Trustees.
In the proposal submitted to the
Trustees, T. Holmes Moore,
chairman of the Joint Committee
on New Hampshire Public
Broadcasting, said, one of the
purposes of th~ Board of Governors would be "to strengthen the
position of New Hampshire
Public Television within the
University System and the
state."
"The Joint C9mmittee looked
at all possible alternatives and
felt that this was the one that
would · most likely succeed," ·
Moore said.
The Trustees, as owners and
licensees of the broadcasting
system, would still remain
ultimately responsible for the
NHPTV system.
"I think this system will work,"

said UNH Interim President Jere
Chase. "And it will work well."
Moore ca.lled the Trustees' action "a significant step toward
improving the potential of Channel 11 to serve the citizens of New
Hampshire with a first-rate
public broadcasting system.''
In other business the Board of
Trustees received information
from the Board's Finance and
Budget Committee concerning
the increased $49 energy .surcharge for next semester and the
newly established $20 mandatory
health fee.

Students
ID arch
MARCH

continued from page 3
At Marston House, the foreign
language mini-dorm, a group of
male students walked through
the dorm looking for Iranian
names on the doors, according to
Frank Allen, a graduate student
who lives in Marston House.
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That evening a man called
the campus phone claiming he
was from the Department of Immigration and asked if there ·
were any Iranians there, Allen
said.
he made
Burrhoughs
meetinga
house
at a said
motion
Tuesday night to form a peaceful
march to shkow "our disappointment with the developing
in Iran."
situation
said he and others in
Burroughs
the fraternity feel the embassy
take over should have been
classified as an act of war, since
the U.S. had diplomatic relations
with Iran at the time.
The students had hoped to
gain support as the march
proceeded around campus but
were disap~inted when only 10
students Joined the demonstration.
"It shows the apathy of University students here in Durham on
important national political
issues," Burroughs said.
The demonstrators marched
through areas one, two and three
and then headed down Main St.
where they were dispersed by
Sgt. Donald Berry of the UNH 1
police for marching without a
permit.

Apply Now
"Join the semester atsea ... "

FRIDAY, November 16

HOTEL ADMINISTRATION GOURMET DINNER: The
theme for this event will revolve around the 1876 World's
· ' s 100th
Fair in P hil· ad elp h ia w h ich celebrated t he nation
birthday. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Reception
and cash bar at 6:30 p.m.; dinner and entertainment a~ 7;~9
p.m. Tickets $13 per person; on sale at the Memorial Union
Tick et Office. T he dinner will b e presented again on Saturday, November 17. (Because of N.H. law, no one under 20
will be admitted unless accompanied by parent or guardian.)
MUB PUB: Dark Star, 8 p.m. Open to all. $.50 cover
charge.
SATURDAY, November 17

USSCA NATIONAL NORDIC COACHES CERTIFICATION CLINIC: Attendance at this clinic is the major
requirement for completion of Level I of the new Nordic Ski
Coaches Certification Program sponsored by the U.S. Ski
Coaches Association. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Admission $20.00, plus $15.00 USSCA mem·
bership. Continues on Sunday, November 18.
INTRODUCTION TO THE CHRISTIAN ASHRAM
MOVEMENT: The one-day Ashram will be led by Dr. J.
Christy Wilson, Professor of Missions and Evangelism at
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, and D.S. Dharmapalan, member of the Ashram Fellowship of Sri Lanka
and a United Methodist pastor in Canaan, VT. The
Christian Ashram movement joins elements of the
traditional Hindu Ashram with the Koinonia fellowship of
the early-Christian church. Daggett Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. For more information, contact the
Campus Ministry Office, 862-1165.
MEN'S FOOTBALL: Massachusetts, Cowell Stadium, 1
p.m. Season tickets or $3.50 general admission. Reserved
seats $5.
WOMEN;S SWIMMING: Connecticut, Swa~y Pool, Field
House, 4p.m.
ACU-1 CAMPUS TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Men's
singles and d~ubles; women's singles and doubles. Roundrobin tournament. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 6 p.m. Fee $1. Please sign up with Stan Copeland,
MUB Games Area, 2-1910.
MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: Colby, Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. Adults $2; admission $1 for students 16 and
.under and for UNH students with athletic tickets.
DEMONKWON-DO
TAE
INTERNATIONAL
STRATION: Mr. Hwang, 6th degree, and his blackbelts,
will demonstrate techniques in board breaking, patterns,
and sparring. New Hampshire Hall Gym at 7:30 p.m. Admission $.75. Sponsored by the UNH Tae Kwon-Do Club.
MUB PUB: Dark Star, 8 p.m. Open to all $.50 cover charge.
SUNDAY. November 18

Sail from Los Angeles, February~' 1980,
and from Seattle, September 3, 1980, to the
Orient, Southeast Asia, India, Egypt
(Suez Canal) and the Mediterranean.

Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Participation
open to qualified students from all accredited colleges
and universities. Semester at Sea admits students
without regard to color, race or creed.
More than 60 university courses - with :in-port and voyage related emphasis. Faculty
are from lead:i.ng universities. Visiting area·experts.

•;

..r...........0$~ lh.is ·co~pc)n" to ()"t)iciin
·~.

..

The FREE COLOR CATALOG

~Name ...................... ·... .

~Address .......................

''Semester at Sea
-will be in the MUB
Oct ~7th & 18th"

.

~City ................ ·.......... ·. ·.
~State ............

·.... Zip._... .

Send to address above and semester at
sea will send you a free color catalog
of the spring '80 and fall '80 voyages.

-:· .......................................................... .
For free color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, UMC 336B, University of Colorado, Boulder 80309. Telephone toll free (800) 854-0195 (except Colorado and
· California), ( 714) 581-6770(California), ( 303) 492-5352 (Colorado).The S.S. Universe
is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered :in Liberia and built :in America.

WUNH-FM PROGRAM--IDEAS AND OPTIONS: Hosted
by Marc Strauss. Listen to WUNH-FM, 91.3 from 2-5 p.m.
At 3 p.m., Cathy Bean, director of the Community Action
Program in Portsmouth, will discuss funds available for fuel
bills this winter for the poor and the elderly.
ACU-I CAMPUS 8-BALL BILLIARD TOURNAMENT:
Eight-ball for both men's division and women's division.
· The tournament will be held in the Memorial Union Games
Area, at 11 a.m. Deadline for sign-ups is Friday, November
).6. T <? sign up, please see Stan Copeland, MUB Games
Area, 21910 $1 fee. Winners of both divisions will advance
to the intercollegiate championship held at UConn on
February 23 and 24, 1980.
FACULTY RECITAL: Robert Stibler, trumpet, and Ruth
Edwards, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 3 p.m. Also performing: The Faculty Brass Quintet .
SPEAKER FROM THE COMMUNITY OF THE ARK
(WEARE, N.H.): The Community of the Ark is a community of people of djffe'rent backgrounds trying to live out
a common life based on Gandhi's principles of non-violent
action for social change. Durham Community Church, 5-7
p.m. Fellowship s'upper. For more information, contact
David Grainger, Campus Chaplain, 862-1165.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "East of Eden," starring James Dean
and Julie Harris. A modern version of the Cain and Abel
story based on the novel by John Steinbeck. Winner of 8
Academy Awards. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
· ion 75 of MUSO Film Pass.
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 15l
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1to3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824, Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified imn~ediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co.,
Rochester, N.H.
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GENERAL
THAT HAPPY FEELING: A workshop all about
alcohol. Monday, November 19, Devine Lounge, 8:3010 p.m. All are welcome. Sponsored by the Residential
Life Alcohol Awareness Committee.
SERENDIPITY, a forum of contemporary communications, is now accepting non-fiction, fiction, and poetry
for publication. ~e theme should relate to communication in some way. Deadline: December 19.
Please submit your work to the Communications Office
in Paul Creative Arts Center.
ORGANCOMMI1TEE
CARNIVAL
WINTER
November
MEETING: . Tuesday,
IZATIONAL
20, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. Get
involved in planning Winter Carnival. We need you to
make Winter Carnival 1980 the best ever. Everyone
welcome.
WOMEN'S IM ICE HOCKEY: Mondays, beginning
November 19, from 12 noon-1 p.m., at Snively Arena.
Come and scrimmage. Officials provided. NO VARSITY
PLAYERS. Full equipment required. Goalie equipment
and helmets provided. Bring your student ID.
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING GETTOGETHER: Come and meet other HAP students and
learn about your future. Refreshments served. Monday,
November 26, Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union,
from 7:30-lOp.m. Donation$.50.
IS CHRISTMAS ON YOUR MIND? The Durham Red
Cross Blood Services Student Committee will meet on
Thursday November 29 at 7 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
William Stearns, 12 Dover Road, Durham (next to
Exxon station). Discussion will be about upcoming
Christmas blood drive. Anyone interested in planning or
working is welcome.
ATTENTION STUDENTS INTERESTED IN FORMING SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGE COURSE AT
UNH: Informal meeting, Monday, November 19,
Carroll-Belknap Groom, Memorial Union, at 7:30 p.m.
Bring friends to the meeting and share support. _
ACU-1 REGIONAL GAMES TOURNAMENT: February
23 and 24, 1980. Any full-time students interested in entering chess or backgammon competition please contact
Stan Copeland, Memorial Union Games Area, 862-1910.
TRIP TO CROCHET MOUNTAIN REHABILITATION
CENTER: Saturday, November 11; Crochet Mountain
Rehabilitation Center, 2 p.m. Folk service, dinner, and
dance with the children of the center and a group of
students from Keene State. We will be leaving from St. .
Thomas More's Student Center at 2 p.m. Come and help
us make some children happy.
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: Open staff meeting to
discuss: "Transgenderism: What Is a Man? What Is a
Woman?" Monday, November 19, Hood House, 2nd
floor, at 7:30 pm.

DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE: Everybody who enjoys and wants to practice German is invited to do so in
an informal atmosphere over a cup of coffee or
chocolate and some baked goods. Mondays, from 3-4
p.m., inMurkland9.
ITALIAN LUNCHEON: Tuesdays, from 12 noon-1 p.m.,
Murkland lO'l. All those in the campus community who
wish to practice their Italian are invited to attend.

.UNH debaters fight for fun
parThirty-three schools
ticipated in last weekend's
debate according to Maddix, with

DEBATERS

ACADEMIC
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: RUNOFF.
This course will explain the RUNOFF text formatting
program which can be used to prepare documents,
handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or similar
materials. Course meets Tuesday, November 20, Kingsbury M308, from 3-5 p.m. For registration or infor
mation, please call 862-~ at least one day in advance.
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: PLOTTING-HARDWARE. In the context of this course, the
user will be introduced to the Zeta and CalComp plotters
from a hardware standpoint. Course meets Tuesday,
November 'n, Kingsbury M308, from 3-4:30 p.m. See fir
st computer course listing for registration information.
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: IS-IDA.
The Interactive Statistics series will cover a variety o
conversational statistical packages available on th
DECsystemlO. Course meets Wednesday, November 28,
Kingsbury 135, from 3-4:30 p.m. See first compute
course listing for registration information.
STUDY IN ENGLAND: Students intersted in studyin
at Arundel, England next semester should come to a
informational meeting on Thursday, November 15, 1979.
The meeting is scheduled in Murkland Hall Room
from5:00to6:00p.m. '

RELIGION
INFORMAL, NON-CREDIT SURVEY OF THE
RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF THE BIBLE: Every Tuesday,
Campus Ministry Lounge, Wolff House, from 12:30p.m. The sessions which are led by David Grainger,
Campus Chaplain are open and free.

CAREER
CAREER PROGRAM:
FUTURES
Career/Life Decisions." Monday, November 19,
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, fro
2:30-4:30p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Videotape, lecture, and discussion session to hel
students prepare for employment interviewing. Mon
day, November 19, Daggett Forum Room, Dimon
Library, at6:30 p.m.

continued from page 3
slaughtered us.
"We didn't know what to say,"
she said. ''At the end of the round
they came <?Ver and shoo~ ~ands
and offered us some evidence.
They gave us three pages of

the combined UNH teams
finishing in a six-way tie for first
place.

Tournaments at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst and
Penn State will be held Dec. 1 and
Dec. 8 respectively, Maddix said.
The UMass tournament is for
evidence because they felt so bad
novices and a student could
for us."
prepare by then, he said.
Debaters carry file boxes full of
quotes and statistics that they use_ - Peter and her partner, Debbie
Winer, had only ,been in the
for evidence during the debate. Debate Club for three weeks
Most of the time isn't spent in the when Maddix asked them to
file, however, it's spent charting ·debate in Connecticut.
the flow of th~ -~~gument.
"We were scared to death,"
There is little humor or anger Peter said. "We figured who
in the debates, Maddix said, cares if we get humiliated and
because they are so tightly struc- embarrassed because it was our
first time.''
tured.
Individual speaking events
"I only got mad once," Chase,
a math major, said. "I asked for such as prose and poetry reading
and extemporaneous speaking
a piece of evidence (from a are held in between the debates.
and
Villanova University team)
they didn't give it to me until 45 Chase said he has a chance to go
to the national finals in individual
minutes later. it was an impor- events.
tant figure.
The debaters who meet
"I slammed my fist on the table Tuesdays and Thursdays at 'i
and I said if you have any scrap p.m. in room 316 of Paul Creative
of decency then my arguments Arts Center need more people.
will still hold.
Some of the debaters receive two
"When we looked at the judge, credits for being on the team,
Maddix said.
she said we won hands down."

EXAM SECRET
REVEALED

. Befo~e y~u graduate from college! B~cause now, Y?U can combme service m the Army Reserve or National Guard with Af!n_y ·
ROTC.It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP).
And, depending on your academic year when you enter, SMP
can help you earn over $6,500.
Here's how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available,
you become a member of an Anriy Reserve or National.Guard unit
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5, and
you'll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an
·
Army ROTC advanced course cadet.
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you'll be
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there's a vacancy,
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the requirements for your colleg_e degree. Upon graduation, you may continue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as
.
an Army officer.
while you're still in college,
$6,500
over
earn
to
like
So if you'd
get into SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. You can bank on it!
For further information, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your school.

·=
NATIONAL
GUARD

a

ARMY ROTC. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD. ARMY RESERVE.

Ever wonder why some people breeze through their
courses while you struggle along with mediocre results?
I'll tell you why. They know how to study and you don't!
Higher grades for most are an elusive dream. Now, however, with the publication of my book, THE EASY WAY
TO HIGHER GRADES, you too can achieve those higher
grades. This no-nonsense, down to earth book.is packed
with astounding new study techniques guaranteed to sho
you how to obtain the highest possible grades with
the least amount of effort.
Written at the urging of former students, th is book
will show you ...
how to know in advance at least 80% of the questions
on any exam
how to eliminate the frustration of long hours of
·
wasted study
how to conquer the subject that always gives you trouble
.
how to avoid the one grade rut
how to cure exam nerves.
Thousands of students have used these novel study tech
niques to raise their grades at least one letter within one
semester. You can too!
Let's face it - academic success is determined by grades.
And grades are determined not so f11UCh by how smart you
are or how much you study ... but by how smart you
study. 1f you're serious about your career you owe it to
yourself to try this book which I am offering on a money
.
back guarantee.
In today's tough job market you need every advantage.
And a record of high grades is the best advantage you
can have.
Give your earning power a boost. Write for this book
tod~y. It could change your life.
----

MAILTHISCOUPONTO

'

Ple•e send me_copies of THE EASY WAY TO HIGHER GRADES
at $2.45 each (first claea paetage paid). If I an not completely
satisfied I may retum the book within 10 days for a full refUnd.

Nane _____________________________________

-------St••-----

I
I
I
I
I
I

-----

ROBERT OMAN PUBLICATIONS, 204 Fair Oaks Park

Needham, MA 02192

Zip _ _ __

----------------'
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Assistant Dean ci Students ftot>.

Student charged in Illurder
MURDER

No plea was entered and the
date for the probable cause
hearing was set after a brief
discussion between the judge,
Cullity and Heed.
As Seil was led from the courtroom, he smiled and winked at
his roommate, giving a thumbsup sign despite his handcuffs.
When leaving the courthouse
once again in chains, almost 15
minutes later, S~il smiled at
photographers, thumbs raised.
His grim-faced family followed

continued from page 1

ert Gallo, who was present at the
arraignment, said the University
is not directly involved with the
case, except to· advise in withdrawal procedures and to help
comfort the family.
''Seil has not yet formally
withdrawn," Gallo said.
John Douglass, Seil's high
school guidance counselor, said
the news of Seil's arrest "came
as kind of a shock."
"He was just an average kid,"
Douglass said. "He got average
grades, he participated in a lot of
sports. He had his own group of
friends and was well known
around school.''
Douglass also said that he
couldn't recall any t~mes that Seil

'

.

was in trouble. "He was very
friendly,. very amiable," he said.
"It's just too bad. He was a nice
kid from a good family. I really
hope everything works out."
Woodside was not a University
employee or student and his
presence in Durham is still under
question. Woodside had been seen
frequently in,Durham during the
past week.
,
Woodside was seen on crutches
the night of his murder, although
Young noted "no obvious deformities." Young als~ said Wood-

side had been seen by a Durham
police officer earlier Tuesday
evening not using his crutches
very much.
Some people who were talking
with Woodside Tuesday night
said Woodside said he was from
the West Coast and was a former
Tau Kappa Epsilon brother.
"About twenty murders are
committed in the state each
year," Heed said.
This is the first murder in
Durham since the 1976 slaying of
a taxi cab driver.

NOVEMBER BIKE SALE

27" 10 S eeds
Frame Size
Reg. Now
21" Freedom 10 $165 $139
Mixtee
$165 $139
21::Pacer .
. il4o $115
. , 1.9 Pacer . ·. $,140 $115

· 27" 5 Speeds
.· .
. · . eg · Now
'21" Mens Bently $135 $99
21" Ladies Bently$135 $99
;;
26"3S·peeds
19" .Mens
$105 $89
· 19" Ladies
$105 $89

.

Two
Used Children's 10 S.peeds $75 Each
.

Durham Bike
19 Jenkins Court, Ourham,·N. H. 868-5634
New Hours
Mon ..-FrL Noon-5:30, Sat. 9:30-No.on

WOMEN'S STUDIES

Course Offerings
HAVE A
CHECKUI?
ITCAN
SAVE
YOURUFE.

Johnny Bench
American

Cancer Society.

I

*

THIS SPACE CONTRI BUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Spring 1980

WS 698 ·s enior Seminar: Feminist Theory. ~ourse will cover
all the classic texts of Feminist thought from Mary W ollstonecraft and Franc~s Wright in the 19th century to Kate Millett
and Mary Daly. Weds 9-12. Instructor: Josephine Ponovan
Admn 780 Women in Management
M 6-9
R. Weathersby
Anthro 625 Female, Male, and Society -- TR 11-12:30 B. Larson
,
Econ 698A Topics in Economics: Women TR 10:30-12':30 M. Power•'
~dWo~
.
Educ 701M Sex Role Learning and School :R 7-9:30
S. Oja
•
3/27-5/9
Achievement 2 er.
Engl 501 Sec 17 Intro to Prose (Section for T 7:30-9:30 J. Felman
Women Writers)
Women's Literary Traditions TR 12:30-2 S. Schi}?anoff •
Engl685
Hist596
Explorations in History:
MWF 2-3:30 S. Ware
History of Women in the U.S.
Psych 591B Special Topics: Psychology MW 6-7:30 S. Goldstein,
·
of Women
SS 633
Seminar in Social Work Methods: T 7-9:30 A. BarrettFeminism and Human Services Client to Worker
B. Roberts
SS 701Sec1 Women and Aging
M 1-3:30

o rther i formation: Women's tudies
9 urklan
a I 2-2194
r ogram f
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CO'lMUNITY SKATING AT UNH SNIVELY
. ARENA
NOVEMBER

17

TO DECEMBER

SAllRDAYS

1:30-3:30 PM

SUtO\YS

l:(X}-3:00

Co1n1nuters
may pay fee

22

FM

much," she said, "but everyone
should pay for the services."
Other students were against
the mandatory fee.
"I don't need it," said Hubbard
Hall freshman Leslie Millspaugh.
"If I got sick I'd go somewhere
else."
"If Hood House has to close
down because it doesn't have
enough money, then fine, let it ·
close,'' said Mary Beth Herbert a
·
commuter student.
"I can find better things to do
with $20," .said Debbie Parsons a
commuter from Dover.
"If students were given all the
information of the health fee
· issue, they would be in favor of
the mandatory fee," said Student
Body President Doug Cox.

Hiller said the concept of a
mandatory health fee is to spread
out the costs of health services to_
those who benefit from the service.
After the HSAC gives their
proposal for the waiver to
Stevens, he will bring it to the
Student Senate for the recommendation, Stevens said.
"The Senate's decision will
carry a lot of weight,'' Cox said.
"Stevens has the final say on ·the
matter."
~---------.

newspaper& ~:~:;~~~ec~~~I

m

WANTED.
Courageous people
to work for no pay.
Frequently the hours
and conditions are
inconvenient or
difficult. Occasionally
even dangerous.
No reward, beyond
the gratitude of the
people you help.
Apply at your local
Red Cross Chapter.

GOT THE MUNCHIES???
WANT TO SAVE MONEY??
. Enjoy a super-.deliciou.s. sub at
DISCOUNT PRICES!

SPECIALS on a Daily Basis-and from
now thru Xmas, each nite until 11 pm, get
a FREE bag of chips with any sub OTHER
THAN A SPECIAL. (What a deal!)
A great variety of subs," chips, nuts,
cigarettes, with a soft drink-or
go inside and have a beer with it!

Meril's Subs
at Scorpio's
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 8:00 pm-1:30 am
Fri.-Sat. 8: 00 pm-2: 30 am
Pass this ad along

1

.

Clip&Save

-----------------------~---------------

BACK AGAIN ... FOR ALL
The Women's Center at UNH will present
Free of charge, many ·e xcellent films
every Monday night beginning Nov. 19th
at8:30: Grafton Rm.
Nov. 19th THE DOUBLE DAY-A documentary
on workingwomen in Latin-America
Nov. 26th BETWEEN MEN: an exploration
of masculinity in the military
Dec. 3rd JOKES OR LOVE DEPARTED:
based on a story by writer, Grace Paley
Dec. 1Oth ALICIA: the triumph of
Alicia Alonso Dancing: Carroll Room

COMING UP AFTER VACATION:
WOMEN'S HEALTH WEEK:
Topics will include Midwifery, Self
Help and drug company attitudes
Jan. 21st-30th

WATCH FOR DETAILSMeeting Mondays: 7 :30 Rm. 134 MUB
f
I
I

________________________

------------------------------ ---------· .....
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Our
Australian
IS BACK!

Irania ns' status check ed
ment, but not to cut off food to the
people."
IRANIANS
the
criticized
- Ghamami
continued from page 4
Ghamami said he finds nothing Iranian government for not using
wrong with the status check on the proper channels of internatfonal diplomacy in voicing
Iranians in the U.S.
"They're staying within the their disapproval of the Shah's
framework of the present presence in the U.S.
regulations. I think they're being "Terrorism is not the means of
responsible governments. If they
fair."
Ghamami said he understands had protested within the bounthe strong feelings of the daries of international law, they
American people on the Iranian could have argued rationally for
the Shah's return," he said.
issue.
"Americans feel that what Ghamami expressed concern
Khomeini is doing cannot be for the masses in Iran and added
justified. They've taken innocent that he has not lost faith in his
people hostage. It's wrong. I country.
don't endorse what they're doing "
he said. "I don't know any "The masses are not educated
Iranians in the U.S., any there They don't believe in
educated, rational people who Dem~racy because they don't
understand the distribution of
endorse this.''
Ghamami said Carter is being power. They want one man to
fair in handling the Iranian· head the government who knows,
because they don't know," he
crisis.
"Carter has not taken action said.
against the Iranian people but
The problem lies in the lack of a
against the government. This is
fair," he said. "It is fair to cut off system for opposing fa:ctions to
negoti~tions with the govern-

express each other' according to
Ghamami.
''There is no system for people
to speak out against each other so .
they have to get~ and shoot
each other. If you re the tougher
guy, you get the power,'' he said.
The solution, according to
Ghamami, is democracy.

HOP OVER

TO

"The only way Iran can have a
prosperous society is through
democracy. But no one can w~r~
for democracy because Khom~im
suppresses them all. I would like
to be able to go to Iran and work
for democracy," he said.
Ghamami predicted that
America will get tough on the
Iranian government befor~ the
issue is settled. But not until the
.
hostages are released.
"There is murky water
ahead 1 " he said. "Things will get
worse before they get better. B~t
America will not lose face on thlS
issue. The retaliation will come. ,I
just pray to God they don t
retaliate against the people of
Iran."

YOU DON'T JUST

ON MONDAY S

to see
Michele
Durham Shopping Center
868-7363

Guess Who's Back?

SITINA BMW•••
YOU'RE
CONNECTED

c!OIT· $

NORTHERN
NEW ENGLANDS QUALITY BMW
DEALERSHIP FOR EXPERT SALES & SERVICE.

iliillilllii _

-

-PICK MCINTOSH
for an up to date approach to
business education

SPECIAL OFFERING

••®
Ii&••••
•Ml~•L Ueu tll
N&'l'l•llJU,

SOCIAL CLASS AND YOUR CAREER:
How One Affects The Other

The Most Popular Movie Comedy Of All Time

Tuesdays & Thursdays at 5:45 p.m.
November 27-February 7

THE f.MTIY Sl~ONS - IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION ·,
"NATIONAL LM\POON'S ANIMAL HOUSE" Sromng JOHN llELUSHI. TIM f.MTHESON. JOHN VERNON
VERNA BLOOM · THOMAS HULCE and DONALD SUTHERLAND as JENNINGS
Produced by MATIY Sl~ONS and IVAN REITMAN ·Music by ELMER BERNSTEIN
Written by HAROLD RAMIS, DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHRIS MILLER · Directed by JOHN LANDIS

Reserve Your Space Now!

Song "'ANIMAL HOUSE" Composed and Performed by STEPHEN 131SHOP

Mcin tosh

" UNMl\W PICTUJl.E TECHNICOLOR®
:1nol sound rrocks on W£A l\ecords & Tapes

I

~!!~!!98

~1978

23 CATARACT AVENUE
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820
1 e603e742e3518

~:::::~

Office Hours: Mon.-Thurs . 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m . Fri . 8 to 5
Mcintosh College provides equal opportunity 1n all its operations

~::=::::

:§~~~~l~;~;;;;;~;~;;;~~;;;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;;~;~~;~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~~~;~;~~~~~§;;~;;;;;;;;;~;;;~;~;;;~;;;;;;;~;;;;;~;~;;;;;;;;;;;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;;;~;~~;~~~;

..Norionol Lompoon·s Animal House··
IV'ovre Oook or Newssrond1 and Oooksrores

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS. INC

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

~--r---------,

R
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UKDU 17 RfOUllU ACCH,HYllS
PUUT OR AOUl T &UAROIAI

START S NOV 16th
AT A ZOO NEAR YOU!
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This Fall keep both your BODY
and your SOLES warm and dry!
FOR YOUR BODY: .

a

Levi's cords and jeans only $12.50
.
Flannel and Chamois shirts starting at $12.00

SPECIAL
Mens Corduroy Shirts-.only $11.99
Womens turtlenecks . and cowls- Rainbow of colors
·Womens Velour Tops
All the colors you need
100°/ 0 all natural fiber sweaters
Dan.skin THERMAL Tights
Warm, Warm, Warm

•

-=e=
en

a

For a free booklet
on how to stop smoking,
call or write your local unit of the

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY

-Eyeglass Savings

FOR YOUR ''SOLES''

from the full service specialists of ·

Hiking and workboots'f~r men
. And Women, insulated from $27.99
Womens 100° / 0 waterproof lined boots
in fashion styles from·$17.00 .
''BEENE'' ShoesRubber bottoms-leather tops-$22.00
Men's and Women's lined slippers.
-

OH YES We also have, Finally
DICKIES
.

e

·L UN·E TTE OPTIQUE
LICENSED OPTIC:l~NS

the largest selection around

Now in 13 grea"t"colors Ch ino's only $10.99
Cords only $13.99

20 %
Discount for all UNH
. students and faculty

WIDE-RALE CORDS ONLY $14.99

BODY & SOLE

·Just tiring In your prescription or let us copy it
· from your eyeglasses.

·42MAINST.
DURHAM •.N.•H•.
"We ·cover YOU ro1n-·

·AO Soft Co-:n tact Lenses 5195. Comple~e .
466 Centr.al Ave.
-749-2094

UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, N.H.

We're on the Kari-Van Une!!

" ·

*Does~ not include sales or contact lenses

.·

Norman Kurlanct

:\)··

~~~

~~

. · A HOMESTEAD ACT
For the 80's

The Ownership Campaign, OWN, Is based on the slmp1e·proposition
that ownership Ii a healthy thing, and that America's economic
problems today stem from a lack of meanlngful ownership on the
part of a maJorlty of her citizens. A broad dispersion of ownership was brought about by a positive program of government
action: The Homestead Act of 1862. OWN advocates that America
needs a Homestead Act for the 1980's: one that wlll create full
employment without lnflatlon and a broad distribution of property
ownership.
. .

·Norman Kurland, an ESOP design consultant who shares the credit for passing the
legislation promoting broadened ownership
over the last five years, is our Republican
candidate for ·President.

A Political Lecture !J Discussio
PRESENTED Lx MUSO
TU£SDAY. Nov. 27 at NOON

STRAFFORD

A.rn. ." M B

~acooaooa~oooocococoococ~oooocooo~..O""~J".)CCOcoococ
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What' Do You Want

From College?
~

Management Training?
Add It To . Your Schedule.
You're career oriented.
You're interested in
management.
You're an individual
seeking experi_
ence in
problem analysis, requiring decision-making
results. You want management training and leadership experience. Experience that will be an asset
_in a management career or any career you may
choose.
If you are this individual,
you can get all ot this
experience through the
adventure of Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
ITTAKES TO LEAD .
For More Information Contact:

''Captain Don Fowler
·- - -· -- - -203 Zais Hall or
2-1078"
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The management and staff of the UNH Bookstore
would like to welcome all the members of College
Stores of New England to the UNH campus.

()( )l(ST( )I{ E
_)
at CXH Hewitt Hall 862-2141

Our FTD

Thanksgi

r® Bouquet!
PERFECT TO SEND.
PERFECT FOR HOME.

The computer system also
gives professors an idea of how
many students warit 'to take their
courses. "They are not1uea
sometime around December siXteenth so they can make any
changes they feel necessary.
"If there is a lot of interest in
UCLA (University of California, the course, the professor might
~s Anfleles) say it is crazy,"
want to add another section. This
PRIORITY
Wolf said. "After the, seniors or is usually easier after second
continued from page 2
other priority students get semester when the professors
scheduled it is havoc for the have more time."
"It is impossible to please
remaining students. And that
system takes a lot more time · every University student. Some
sections (times)," Wolf said.
are bound to be unhappy with ·
Another exception are the .than our system."
UNH has used the computer their schedules," Wolf said. "Our
California exchange students.
"They get generally what they system for about 15 years.
intent . is to get a -student the
"The programming process it- course selected, not necessarily
want for standard courses
because that is an agreement self is very complicated," Wolf the section."
said. "It takes 14 to 16 continuous
Th~re are some precautions
UNH has made,'' Wolf said.
According to Wolf, the first hours for the computer to available to students to increase
come/first serve system is not schedule over 10,000 students. the chance of getting requested
y_~ry ~fficient.
And the computer will still make courses.
Wolf said if the course requires
"Peoole who have been to first up to twenty attempts to give you
come/fitst serve schools such as the best schedule possible."
more than one section, such as a
lab, students should sign up for it.
He added that students should
be in the major for courses
restricted for majors only, should
get permission in writing if permission is required and should
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215
arrange courses so there are no
time conflicts.
Newmarket, N.H.

First co1ne not first served

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.

'alU!eiB:

®

BUYIF·~~
'llUS•
GETI

USED CARS

•New '79 Camero.
Raly Sport.; Savel
•Used '78 Camero
4speed transmission
·

No Thanksgiving table is complete without our FTD
Thanksgiver® Bouquet! Featuring fresh fall flowers and
a festive candle. All in an exclusive FTD Wood-Tex™
bowl. Call or visit us now. We have other beautiful
Thanksgiving ideas for you too.

.;.ast$4775
* USed '78 Chevy Hal-ton
Pickup, 4wspeed transmission
·Uses regular gas
Low mileage, just $4695
• Used '72 jeep, 4 wheel
drive, low mileage, Just $2095

THANKSGIVING IS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

RED CARPET
· Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H.

,.
- ._

BlgB~nd

•we welcome large ordersl

K-MART PLAZA

I

Helping you say it right ~~En'to\~"'~:

free ·

EVERYDAY

Carvel Ice creqm
treats • Fon,41s,lc
Thanksgiving se·
lectlon • makrJs It
easier for you!
Come on In!!!

L .. ___

.1:

Woodbury Ave., Portsmouth
4

free

Ski Swap
Dec. 6&7

J·AZZ
UNH 4 O'Clock

JAZZ BAND

T

·6

Af.t er Thanksgiving
Bring back your
winter sports
eq~ipment

Jim Gray, Director

Strafford Rm. MUB
Mon. Nov.19, 1979, 8 p.m ..
SPONSORED BY

MUSO
THE NH
WUNH

Alpine

**

Clothing

X-country ** skates
New Ifampsbire (}nLing

(~1.un

' ,.
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Tailoring Alterations .

~j \Ii~

Sunday Buffet .
11:·30-2:30
$5.25

:::::::::

b '

~lMl

NICK'S .

-----:---- Barbra

---7---ForMen & Women

:·::::~:=:

_children under 12-1/z price

Quality work on fur
Custom fitting for women
Consultation available with fee

Veal Parmesian
sole in Newburg sauce
Rice Pilaf
Potatoes Lambergini
ask for the special drink

. Open 6 days 9-5 J:?.m.
til 9 pm on Thurs
868-2235

..~~~::::

Across from Town Offices-Durham

ll]ll

NICK'S is expanding

:::::::::
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NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITYTHE MOMENT
YOU GET THE STRIPES.
Silk Screen

· T-Shirts
by

T-Shirt Tycoon
3 Suzanne Drive
Portsmouth, N .H.
431-7831

Shoe

·Repairing .
OMEN'S CLOGS-DRESS BOOT
Pick up service at Great Bay
Cleaners-Tues.-Frl.

Dover Shoe Hospital
6 Third Street
Dover, N.H. Est.1919

A lot of big corporations offer you a ·big
title. But how many offer a young college
graduate a really important job?
As a Navy Officer, you don't have ·
to wait to do a job that counts. We give
you one as soon as you've earned your .
commission. A job with responsibility for
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars
of complex equipment. A job that requires
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers
have been doing proudly for 200 years.
If that's. the kind.of job you're looking
for, speak to a Navy recruiter.You'll find
that Navy Officers have unequalled
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power,
Aviation, and Engineering.
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia,

toll free 800-342-5855.) Early responsibility.
It's what being a Navy Officer is all about.
r-;A~-;;-PPO;;~I:;;------0;:-1

I
I

INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803

I
I

D Send me information on Career Opportunities

I

D Call me at

I
I
I
I

I
I

L

in the Navy (~G).

NAME

(Area Code)
First

(Please Print)

Last

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~--~~

CITY
DATEOF:
tUniversity

STATE
Birth

ZIP
*College Graduation

•GPA

I

I
I
I
I
I

1

I
I

I
I

CN _
11-9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
_

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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editorial s
Iranians shouldn 't be deporte d
Fear of foreigners is dangerous.
It's the type of mentality that has led to the
repression of women, blacks, Catholics, and other
minorities.
Right now an anti-Iranian sentiment is sweeping
the country. People are jumping to the wrong
conclusion that if you're an Iranian you're against
the United States.
It's fine for UNH students to march through
town and decry the practices of the Iranian government and the- Ay~tollah. They see thedifference

between the Iranian government and the Iranian
people.
The United States should not deport Iranians
because of what the Iranian government is doing.
Iranians in this country shouldn't be harassed for
the sins of a few of their countrymen.
Likewise, Americans shouldn't be held hostage
in Iran because our government and their government don't see eye to eye.
_A my_opic lashing out at all Iranians will not

release the 60 Americans held at the United States
embassy in Teheran. The herding of Japanese.Americans into cc;mcentratio~ camps didn't stop
World War II and the McCarthyism of the 1950s
didn't quell communism or hinder Cold- War
spying.
The Iranians in this country are here to learn.
They are our guests, not hostages in the name of
nationalism to be used as pawns in our vicious
game of power politics with the Ayatollah.

letters
Arrests
To the Editor:
I am very disturbed about two articles in The New Hampshire dated
September 28, 1979..
The first article, included in the news
brief section, mentioned the arrests of
two students for •'pos8ession of ·stolen
property". What I found disturbing
was your unnecessary inclusions of the
names and addresses of the deviants.
It would have sufficed to mention the
incident, without the names. Theimportance of the issue, lay in the effort
of the police to deter future vandalistic
activity. By using names, the emphasis is placed on the singular
behavior of two "deviants.". Vandalism is widespread at UNHpinpointing these two won't stop it.
Granted, their behavior was wrong.
But what about the ones that are not
caught.
The second article is related to the
first editorial, "Is Vandalism Worth
It?'', again implicates the two same
students. I agree with your enthusiasm concerning the police's efforts to combat vandalism. But your
enthusiasm should not be directed at
the expense of others. To restate a
question in your editorial: is it worth
indicting other people to satisfy the
need-for an editorial deadline?
The rest of my criticism is the
misuse of sociological concepts. I'm
referring in particular to the line of the
editorial: "(vandalistic acts) are indications of immature minds and
egos." This line implies fault with the
individual. I must pinpoint your
mistake. The sociologists are divided
on the phenomena of social deviance.
To summarize, some sociologists
blame only the individual for his
behavior.
Others feel that a particular environment-society-is responsible. The
~oncepts a~e- too broad to discuss here,

but there are several implications of
both. I will use your editorial as an
example.
Deviance, or criminal activity, is
behavior that does not conform to
existing social norms or rules. Signstealing is an example of deviance.
But, if this behavior goes against
society, it is therefore socially
created. An individual cannot determine what is criminal and what is not.
Deviance is relative, not an absolute
notion. Vandalism, as stated before, is
widespread at UNH. Can we not
assume that there is possible social
irregularity in our immediate s0ciety
at UNH? Could this irregularity lie in
the ethics of a particular activity, like
stealing signs.?
I'm not criticizing your unawareness of sociological concepts.
Most people take the standpoint you
took: that individuals are responsible
for their own behavior. Proof of this is
seen in our reactions to criminals. We
lock them away in prisons and
sanitoriums, and therefore remove the
problem from society. We never consider examining the conditions leading
up to a particular behavior. I guess
we're scared to find fault with our
present social structure.
Your newspaper is very respectable
and a joy to read. However, I dislike
unnecessary details-like names-that
could have serious consequences. I
dislike it more when a writer needs to
discredit others to express a point.
Failure to understand social concepts
is excusable, but fundamental responsibility is not.
Thank 'you for your time taken to
read this letter. I hope you shall find
room in your newspaper for my
critique.
Michael Jordan
Alexander Hall

Pessimism
To the Editor:
How often must students be affron-
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ted with the misnomer "apathy,"
before we realize that such a label if
anything merely constitutes this attitude? Particularly, I have noticed a
general pessimism underlying many
of the editoriaIS this semester regarding acts of the students, faculty
members and, of course, the
"system," when perhaps contructive,
specific suggestions could have encouraged positive action, or might at
least have provoked thought and
emotion rather than curtail them.
Webster defines "apathy" as a
general lack of interest and/or
emotion. As such, before we so
liberally ascribe it to the student body,
perhaps we ought to revise our ap·
proach.
We can begin by assuming that all
individuals have some passions and
beliefs which can be tapped. It is unfortunate that a lack of faith in our
government, and society for that matter, is reflected in a generally low
morale, particularly regarding individual capacity for change.
As Alvin Toffler so aptly wrote,
"The secret message communicated
to most young people today by the
society around them is that they are
not needed, and that society will run
itself quite nicely until they-at some
distant point in the future-take over '
the reins. Yet the fact is that society is
~ot running itself nicely, and, indeed,
there may be little of value left for
them to take over in the future ... " that is, little left to take over unless we
take part now in changing those aspects of our environment which we
are dissatisfied with or concerned
about.
In light of this, we must stop
thinking in terms of an elusive, if not
ambiguous, "they," and perhaps start
asking ourselves where we do fit in.
Those whom we respect for integrity
and initiative-instigators of changeare merely those individuals who
believed in themselves and in their
ability to make a difference.
It seems to me that persons inclined
to lab_e l the student population

Ad Production
Manager

Mary Lou Pitts

Circulation Manager

Julie Stellmach

Typists
Valerie Lloyd
Sue Wessels
Linda Lyons
Marcia Fllnkstrom
Laurie Ethridge
Ginny Allen
Suzanne Portnoy

Accounts Manager

Steve D' Alonzo

Biiiing Secretary

Diane Gordon

"apathetic," might instead contructively 's uggest objective and specific
means (options) for individual and
cooperative action, as well as to stress
the potential therein with optimism.
It is not enough to know how to make
a difference, but to fully understand
what difference it makes.
Diane Gehrung

Clean-up
To the Editor:
In reference to the recent letter on
fall clean-up, I would like to bring
some facts to light. Mr. Bloomrosen
mentioned that he has watched in
disillusion as the University grounds
crew conducted its fall clean-up
operation. He apparently hasn't been
watching very closely this year.
Unlikethepas~thisyearthegrounm

solutions to the litter problem.
1. A "Trashathon" day when people
who want to participate are required
to bring some litter to a central
disposing area. Live entertainment
and a program which educates people
about litter could be presented.
2. Contests could be held between
dormatories, sororities and fraternities. Prizes could be awarded to
those who keep the cleanest grounds.
There could be another contest in
which the winner would be the contestant who arrived at a finish line
with the most litter at the end of a
predetermined time.
3. Adopting punitive measures in
which fines would ·be levied and litterers would be required to attend a
program on littering.
4. Trash receptacles could be
decorated in such a way that they are
more visible and hence remind us to
put trash in them.
5. More trash receptacles could be
put in high traffic areas.
6. Non-litterers could become more
vocal in expressing their right to a
clean environment. Don't condone littering by being apathetic.
The litter problem is impinging upon
our community goal of having ~ safe,
clean, and aesthetically pleasing environment. I hope that this letter has
caused each of us to more conscious of
the litter problem and to put our
energies into actions that will help
alleviate it.
George Page

crew did not start raking at the dropping of the first few leaves. Instead we
waited until a substantial number had
fallen and then blew them into windrows so they could easily be
vacuumed and brought to our compost
area.
Unfortunately the natural benefit of
leaf fall cannot be directly utilized of
turf grass . (which ..is a man-made
phenomenon). If the leaves were left
on the ground they would increase turf
disease, kill the turf that isn't exposed
to light and air and make cultural
practices such as soil modification and
mowing impossible. However, the
leaves are being left in those areas
(natural areas, shrub beds, etc.)
where natural decomposition will
provide nutritional benefits.
Last, but not least, leaves must be To the Editor:
It is time for UNH students to rise
removed from pavement and gutters
above their own apathy. Last Tuesday
for safety (leaves are very slippery)
and to prevent the drainage system - Parsons Hall had to be evacuated
because of a chemical accident - the
from becoming clogged.
Robert Bennett third such incident this semester
alone. The most alarming aspect of
Turf Crew Leadworker
~is latest accident is that the
Grounds and Roads
Division of Physical Plant 0 & M chemicals infiltrated the dorms in the
qu~d through the sewer system.
Luckily, no one was injured- this time.
But what about the next time
someone in the chemistry department
c.arelessly disposes of potentially
hazardous chemicals down a sink or
To the Editor:
drain? Every aspiring chemistry
My name is George Page. I work for
major is a threat to this entire camthe Grounds · Department of the
pus. Parsons must be shut down, not
.University of New Hampshire. Within
only for our own protection, but for the
that department I work for the Special
safety of generations yet unborn.
Services crew. One of the special serwe caii;i stop. science, you say?
vices I provide for the University
Well, students, let ·me ask you this:
community is that of picking up and
What has science done for you? It has
disposing of litter. Here are some facts
given you Hiroshima, Three Mile
·
about litter:
Island, and Skylab - that's what scien1. It is dangerous; broken glass and
ce has done for you I Sure, you say, but
debris cause injury and accidents.
Japan, Australia, and Pennsylvania
2. It is economically wasteful and
are foreign countries, it couldn't hapcostly; it ruins what we have and costs
pen here in the good old U.S. of A.
us what we could have.
3. It breeds disease and vermin such Welf think ·again· - because we've got:
thiols right here in Durham. This is
as rats.
your life. Join the fight to close Par4. ft iS aesthetically repulsive; garsons now.
bage isn't pretty, no matter whose it
Anna Bolick
is; garbage mucks.
Devine502·
I have thought of several_possible

Anti-science

Grounds crew

about letters
.The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor
and prlnts them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the in-.
c1us1on o~ any letter.
J\.ll letters must be typed, _double spaced and a maximum of 500·
wqr,cis 1n ~rder t<? ~e printed. All letters ·are subjected to minor
ed1tmg. Fmal dec1s1ons on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: '!'he Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151
'
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
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Life ain't so hot down on the farm
Anti-technology people are driving me up a
wall.
.
Smug and complacent in their self-professed
ignorance, they rail against the evils of computers~
nuclear power plants and Skylab.
They work to set the clock back for life in
America. They look to the past, where they say
life was simpler and less polluting, where people
lived in harmony with nature.
Bull dung.
Anti-technology people invariably romanticize
the past.
They look at the "noble farmer" of the 1800's,
who fed himself and his family, and who lived in
harmony with his surroundings. Anti-techs speak
glowingly of the virtues of living off the land and
of fending for yourself.
.
Jhey neglect to mention the average 50 year
lifespan of the farmer and his family or the fact
that they usually worked twelve to sixteen hour
days. Or the lack of doctors. Or the lack of electricity or refrigeration. Or telephones, to call up a
friend or for help. Farming in the 1800's was a
lonely, brutal existence.
Anti-techs also enjoy criticizing computers.
They fear becoming a faceless number, and they
advocate mass destruction of computers while
figuring out their budgets on calculators!_

Running
To the Editor:
In light of the recent change from
Daylight Savings Time to Eastern
Standard Time, and with the approaching visit to the UNH campus by
Dr. George Sheehan, we would like to
address ourselves to all the runners in
and around the vicinity of Durham and
particularly to those runners who jog
at night.
It is getting dark sooner these days,
friends, and it is perhaps time to pause
from our daily regimens for a few
traditional reminders about staying
alive and healthy. As runners ourselves and as people who also must
drive daily back and forth to school,
we share a concern for nighttime runners and particularly for those who
run on semi-lighted and unlighted
roads in the area.
Almost daily, as we commute from
our homes on Rte. 155, we see a deluge
of joggers, and while it has always
struck us that 155 is an especially unsafe road to run on, it is of late-since
the time change went into effect-that
our concern has mounted to a kind of
dread. As drivers, we do not like some
of the close scrapes we have had; as
runners, we feel that certain kinds of
risks are clearly avoidable. We would
like to suggest that responsibility is
shared by drivers and runners out
there on the road.
.J
There are some basic tenants to
nighttime running which will come as
no surprise to veterans but may prove
helpful to new enthusiasts. "Runner's
World" and other sports magazines
are running similar lists, and you may
want to check their guidelines. We
would remind you of 5 precautions:
(1) If possible run during the day,
but if you must run at night, do the
following:
(2) Stick to lighted areas and stay
on sidewalks-Le., run on the campus proper, if you can
(3) Run a route you are familiar
with; you can avoid twisted ankles
(and worse injuries) by knowing
what's under foot.
(4) Run with somebody, or, short of
that, notify someone before you
leave as to your route and your expected time of return.
(5) Finally, wear light (white) clothing and reflective garments. (Running vests and reflective bands are
available in most sports shops.)
Probaby runners should be required
to conform to guidelines such as those
enforced upon bicyclists; we should

Anti-techs also have an almost fanatical fear
about anything radioactive or nuclear. They
would like nothing more than to see all nµclear
materials shot into space or all nuclear plants ·
closed down.
Fine, except what about the field of nuclear
medicine, which has saved countless lives7
Fine, except what are industries or homes going
to do when their electricity is rationed or shut off7
People have remarkably short memories. If people
had a choice between closing nuclear plants and
losing their favorite television shows at night, or
letting them stay open, you'd best believe they'd
choose the latter.
Nuclear power is not perfect, but it's all we've
got for now. It's neat to talk about solar or wind
or geothermal or fusion power to replace the electricity being generated by nuclear plants now, but
those methods are for the future.
Oil is running out fast, and as reserves drop,
prices will rise.
'New power sources that are· eeonomically and
tecnologically feasible won't be available for 20 or
30 years. Nuclear power helps fill an energy gap
that is rapidly getting wider. It can't be halted by
tanker wrecks or religious fanaticism in the
Mideast.
Anti-techs are invariably naive and not so

wire headlights to our foreheads and titled: "The Decline is in ·the Eye of
don reflectors or else stay off the the Beholde,r.''
streets. But all kidding aside, cerIf, as she suggests, it is true that the
tainly we shouid do everything within amount of information most students
our power to prevent acidents, and in
know ... will soon fit into a thimble,
light of Durham's high incidence of
perhaps all teachers better rediscover
bicyclist and pedestrian mishaps, the
and transmit: accuracy, brevity,
point hardly needs reemphasizing. It clarity, determination and enthusseems to us, by way of addition, that iasm, not to mention zest.
the Memorial Track would be a good
Back in the forties at a land-grant
place to run at night, were it lighted.
Maybe it is time to push for such con- college quite similaf\in many ways to
your mighty-yet-friendly University of
cessions. In the interest of safety.
Finally in the words of the speaker New Hampshire, winning World War
of the week, Dr. George Sheehan, II took precedent over campus
"The Jog~er has three natural frivolity. Yet the many servicemen-intraining, regular students and faculty,
enemies: drivers, dogs and doctors.
to say nothing of the townspeople,
The first two are easily handled.
managed to cope with and become
Motorcars are part of the logical
culturally advanced.
technology we have learned to live
with. In fact, cannot live without. · It seems to me that our situation
Running against traffic allows the then and yours now have in common
runner to be in command. Anyone who many similarities, such as: the peris alert and agile should be able to stay sonal need to be of real use to almighty
alive." From his book "Running and God, our country, the family, the
Being."
community; the yearning for solid inBill Doe
formation and ever-improving skills;
Sue Rowe
and the joy brought by a sense of
genuine good humor.
'
James Thurber, a wise, witty
American writer of those years might
thus advise us:
To the Editor:
"A word to the wise is not sufficient
I would like to inform the student
if it doesn't make any sense."
body of a growing interest in the Scan"This is the posture of fortune~s slave:
dinavian languages. Phil Lewis called
one foot in the gravy, one foot in the
a meeting and 20 very interested
grave."
students came to it. We would like to
· see one of the Scandinavian languages
"Get it right or let it alone. The conin the language department
clusion you jump to may be your
curriculum,· specifically Swedish or own."
Norwegian.
Mrs. N. J. Sherriff
We would like to know if there are
any other students or professors who
would like to support the group. There
will be a meeting on Monday, November 19 at 7:30 pm, in the CarrollBelknap Room of the MUB to further
affirm the interest on this campus,
To the Editor:
please try to attend.
If you can't make it, we would still
There are a number .of important
. like to hear from you in either letter points which need to be made concerning Lyndon LaRouche's speech last
form, or call us:
Phil Lewis 2-1909 or 868-9684
Tuesday in the Forum Room. First,
' the "security" and surveillance
Daniel Maravell 2-1306
measi.ires taken at the meeting are, as
Gary Matheny 742-2686
Margareta Fopiano 2-1602 or 868- far as we know, without precedent at
this university.
9708.
We would like to see more support,
Before entering, people were
from students and faculty.
requested to give their names and
·
Margareta Fopiano telephone numbers for "security"
Scandinavian Language reasons. Once inside, every person
Interest Group present
was
surreptitiously
photographed individually by a man
who identified himself as --in intelligence
agent
working
for
LaRouche.
When
question~,
LaRouche claimed this was a
To the Editcr:
necessary response to purported
Yes, indeed: I agree with Susan assassination threats and the need to
Murray's comments of October 30 en- identify "problem people." When

Languages

LaRouche

Education

/

. bright. The people I saw at Seabrook in October
· couldn't have. occupied a parking lot, never mind
a power plant.
They have simple answers for complex
questions, and the answers stink. They may want
to live back in time, ~hen life was simpler, true,
but also more harsh. For some strange reason,
they think a time when justice was often swift and
brutal, when women were considered a step above
servants and when measles and chicken pow were
killers, would be better than the world of today.
Nonsense.
For all the faults and troubles of today, this is
the best time to be alive. In the 1960s, you had the
Vietnam War and Richard Nixon. For the 1950s,
you had the Korean War and McCarthyism. For
the 1940s, you had the Cold War and World War
II.
Need I go on7
I believe that for the problems of today, we
have to turn to technology to help us. Shutting
our eyes and lashing out against technology isn't
going to solve things.
Anti-techs may want to live in a world without
adequate health care or private cars or stereo or
food that can be kept fresh for days.
I don't.

asked what he would do with these
"problem people," LaRouche only
smiled. He refused to answer a
question concerning whether the ~me
measures would be used on or by a
. student organization for LaRou~he.
It is unfo~ate that many people
do not take LaRouche and his
organization seriously;at the meeting
he was often laughed at and is
generally regarded as a ridiculous but
harmless kook. This resoonse can only
alarm those who recall the unconcerned ridicule which met the rise
of Hitler and fascism in Germany in.
tbe _l92Q's.
In his autobiography, LaRouche
divides humanity into "golden,"
"silver," and "iron" souls. He considers himseH to be an all-knowing
golden soul, the head of an elite group
which will lead humanity to his own
twisted vision of salvation. LaRouche
says of himseH in his autobiography,
"I now know those innermost
secrets ... as only a 'golden soul' can
know them ... Until you progress to the
state of mind which I seek for you and
your descendants, the beautiful truth
of the matter must remain the special
knowledge of the 'golden souls."' This .
notion of the individual savior is fundamental to tyranny and autocracy
from Hitler to Jim Jones. We must
take Lyndon LaRouche very seriously,
or else those who are laughing now
may not be laughing later.
Eliza Anderson
Mary Coeline
Brian Coleman
Brion Leary
•
Susan Leslie
John Pittman
Bruce Pritchard
Kenneth Woodward

him to Durham on time for his appearance. As it happened, the earliest
flight he could have gotten out of
Chicago would not have brought him to
Logan Airport until after the ending
time of his speech in Durham. He had
yet another scheduled appearance to
make in New York City on the same
evening; consequently there was no
choice but to cancel.
The New. Hampshire article mentioned that Dr. Commoner would be
rescheduling within two weeks. I do
not know where that information came
from, ·whether Bonnie Reiss from
National PIRG said that or not, but in
any case that statement was incorrect.
Dr. Commoner will be unable to
reschedule this semester. Furthermore, National PIRG has decided not
to sponsor him for a second date.
Despite this obstacle, his appointment
secretary tells me that Dr. Commoner
still has an interest in coming to New
Hampshire and that he may find it
possible to make an appearance at
UNH some time in January since he
will be in the Boston area anyway. Unfortunately, this cannot be made a
definite commitment at this time.
I feel very badly that so many people
had to be disappointed by Dr. Commoner's cancellation and I hope that
those who were in the Granite State
Room and heard the excellent
speeches by Peter Franchot, D:tTom
Winters, Dr. Peter Reilly,
ina
Hamilton and Lynn Chong had~ eir
disappointment mitigated to the
degree that mine was.
Jane DoU4bty

Calendar
To the Editor:

Commoner
To the Editor:
I hope I have not been too dreadfully
remiss in failing to · write this letter
sooner. I want to inform those people
who were disappointed at the cancellation of Dr. Barry Commoner's
appearance on October 21st of the
current status of the possibility of his
appearing at UNH.
As was mentioned in The New Hampshire article of 10/23, Dr. Corn. moner's cancellation was necessitated
by plane trouble. The flight he had intended to catch in Madison, Wisconsin
was grounded and he drove to O'Hare
International Airport in Chicago in the
hope of finding a flight that would get

The Campus C81endar in the
10/30/79 issue of The New Hampshire
announced a talk by Mr. Lyndon H.
Larouche, Jr., sponsored by AMLLGerman. The statement of spon8orship is inaccurate and misleading. A
member of the German faculty 'not a
supporter of Mr. Larouche) was
asked, as a private individual, to make
certain physical arrangements for Mr.
Larouche's talk. His willingness to do .
so in no way constitutes sponsorship
by this department, which is not in the
business of sponsoring talks by
political candidates.
Sincerely,
Grover E. Marshall
Chairman
Dept. of Ancient and Modern
Languages and Literatures
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N.H. Symphony is classical an d polished
By Ned Finkel

With swift movements of his
baton, conductor James Bolle
blended the talents of the New
Hampshire Symphony's fortyseven musicians into one creative
evening of classical music.
Accompanied by solo pianist
Stephanie Brown, the symphony
performed works by Johann
Hummel, Felix Mendelssohn,
Cesar Franck and -Anton
Bruckner before a near sellout
audience in the Johnson Theater
of the Paul Creative Arts Center
Thursday night.
Hummel's waltzes were performed first, exhibiting the individual talent of each.musician
and his ability to harmonize with
precise agility.
- The!iece, carried by the full
bodie string section, was
sprinkled with melodies from the
p1ccola, oboe and harp.
"They are one hundred percent
better than last year," said a
young woman. "The· orchestra is
very tight. I just love this stuff."
Mendelssohn's Piano Concerto
No. 1 in G minor followed the
short intermission. Stephanie

Brown was me ieatured artist,
her hands smoothly gliding up
and down the keys of the elegant
Steinway.
Her overwhelmingly /recise
musical talent floate Mendels~o~'s melodies over the appreciative hush of the audience
Harmonious cellos blended i~
throughout the piece and added a
mysterious qualitf to her style.
The soft tones o Cesar Frank's
"Variations Symphoniques"
were a pleasant change m the
atmosphere. Frank's music supports the piano solos with the rich
harmony of strings and low-key
brass. The piece carried itself
well, moving with the selfassurance of Miss Brown's piano.
"I am part1ctnany \W&~~·:J!!!.
with the pianist, said a male
member of the audience. "Her
hands were amazing."
"The Romantic" resonated
through Johnson Theater with
emphasis from the brass section.
The "Scherzo with trio sehr
schnell" was an interesting
movement that dwelled on the
mellow tones of the French horn
carrying the melody. Enforced

features,

etc.

Conducter James Dolle and pianist Stephanie Brown take a bow during last night's performance
of the New Hampshl~e Symphony at the Johnson Theater. (R~chard Gu~t photo)
by the trombones with their
softened brassy notes, the orchestra worked well together.
The concert was a musical success. The audience was lulled by
Brown's piano and picked up by
Bolle's brass. From the delicate
Andante of Mendelssohn to the
robust Allegro Moderato of
Bruckner, the New Hampshire
Symphony shined through with
thelusterofrefine!1artist!)'.

·eurt Berg -Dabe Seiler and Charlie Jennison led the UNH Jazz ·Band throug
.hours of m'usic Wednesday night. (Jonathan Blake photo)

~~=~=~=~=~=~;~:Loose

UNH Jazz B an.d
p U t S th e h ea t 0 n
·

-

By Dana Jennings

The UNH Jazz Band · sure
wasn't paying attention to the
."No Smoking" signs in Johnson
Theater Wednesday night.
The band, directed by guest
trombonist Curt Berg, played two
tight sets of divergent styles of
music.
The. evening's centerpiece was
the "Three Hats Medley"
arranged by Berg, who has been
a featured trombonist and
_arranger with Woody -Herman,
Harry James and .Page
Cavanaugh.
The medley combined music by
the late bassist/composer
Charles Mingus and was one of
the best numbers done during the
performance.
The music ranged from an impassioned bass solo by John
Hunter, to free wheeling, rollicking playing l>y the band, Berg,
and band director David Seiler.
The piece effectively invoked
Mingus's various moods and
styles and the UNH band captured the musical nuances well.
While the Mingus medley was
probably the technically superior
piece of th night, Lila Mori's
singing of the ballad "Everything
Must Change" arranged by Berg,
was the emotional high point of
th~~~~~e~l~h, vibrant voice over-

came the sweet pitfalls many
love songs are prey to. She just
sang a good old fashioned love
song and the crowd gave her the
night's loudest applause.
Another effective piece was
"Maybe Tomorrow" composed
and arranged by Berg~ The music
varied from ballad, to bossanova,
tQsamba.
Robin Everitt'_s melancholy
oboe1 solo started the number and
·made tomorrows echo wistfully
in the mind. An image arose of
Bogart and Bergman sitting
across the table from each other
in some little bar, thinking of
possible tomorrows that can
never be. Then the band segued
into upbeat music and Bogart,
Bergman and the melancholia
disappeared.
The band showed good versatility switching from ballads, to
fusion music to a latino beat. The
music was tight and the bam1
.
disciplined.
If anything, the band may have
· been too disciplined. The -one
thing lacking from some of its
playing was that the band
seemed to play by rote, not infusing the music with that little
extra emotion that separates fine
musicians from good ones.

JAZZ, page 22
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How about an eleven month year?
Oh my God, it's that time of year again.
You know the feeling. It's November, the
semester is almost over, and you decide with panic
that maybe it would have been a good idea to attend that Entomology class a·few times.
Midterms are being scheduled for your classes,
and your textbooks are still in those damn crinkly
white plastic bags from the bookstore. Your notes
look like the battle plans for the invasion of
0\Uer Mongolia by the State of Kansas, and you
still get lost while tryi~g to find an e~p_ty
cubicle in the library.
I know that feeling.
I also know what to do about it.
I panic.
I attack my books and notes like a shark in a
feeding frenzy, trying to cram two months of
learning into 24 hours of studying. I drink endless
cups of tea, visit Karl's every four hours and
generally emerge from the library with my knap-

sack of books, bleary-eyed and looking like I had
been attacked by a herd of cows.
November should be outlawed.
September's great. You're back in school, with
new books and clean notebooks, determined to
really do a good job of it this year and make the
Dean's List.
October's even better. Things are cruising
along, and so what if you skip a class or two? You
can always make it up later.
December's the best. School's almost out, and
you can taste the freedom of semester break. Your
new courses are chosen, and things really look
good for next year.
But November, ah, November should be
eliminated.
Midterms and finals start to flow together, and
even the weather refuses to cooperate. Nights get
here sooner, and the days are colder. Things start
to pile up. Tests. Projects. Overdue papers.

November is the month of retribution against the
procrastinator.
So what could be done about it?
Well, " the academic calendar could be
lengthened. There are such things as reading days,
so why not designate December as Reading
Month?
Or UNH could start a special "To Hell With It"
lottery, where students pay a dollar per chance
(proceeds to go to a parking lot where Conant
Hall is now) and if they win, they get to pass their
courses without having to do any final papers or
exams.
But the most likely· solution is just to grit my
teeth and start working. Let's see, I've got my textbooks in astronomy and plant science to read,
two lab notebooks to update, two midterms due
next week, along with an English paper.
Yes, I definitely have to start working.
Uh, probably tomorrow.
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Mallard ducks on Mill Pond mDurhan take it easy on a November afternoon. (Leslie Nichols- Ring photo)

Poet Don ald Justi ce i-8 form al yet emot iona l
"I believe in using anything
"Night Light" (1967) and flexible writing is and makes use
that you can ~e," he said.
styles.
all
of
first
His
1973).
(
"Departures"
Poet Donald Justice entered
book, ''Summer Anniversaries,''
the Forum room of the Dimond
won him the Lamont Poetry
·Library Wednesday night
Award in 1959 which was given to
·carrying just one book, his
.the authors of promising first
newest one, "Selected Poems." It
poetry books.
contains pieces chosen from his
He graduated from the Univerother books plus a few new
1. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
sity of Miami in 1945 as an
poems.
Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.
studied
later
major-and
English
Although Justice was 10
North
of
University
the
at
minutes late his audience of
2. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
Carolina, Stanford and Iowa.
about 80, full capacity for the
"The
of
editor
as
$2. 75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
worked
He
room waited patiently. They
Collected Poems of Weldon
talked about him and his poetry.
Kees" in 1960 and coeditor of
3. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2.50.) Housewife's exDressed in a- green tweed
"Contemporary French Poetry"
periences on road to emotional maturity: ·fiction.
jacket and brown pants, he apin 1965. He now teaches at the
proached the podium. He stood
University of Iowa, where he
4. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye. (Bantam, $2.95.) High
with one leg slightly crossed over
lives with his wife and son.
the other and began to read. The
adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction.
McBride thinks that Justice's
first poem he read was "on the
best poetry is in his sestinas. "A
death of friends and childhood."
5. Pulling Your Own Strings, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon,
sestina is a style of poetry in
It was a serious poem which
$2.75.) How "not" to be victimized by others.
which the last word in each line of
reflected on memories, and the
is
stanzas
first
the six lined
audience was quiet during the
6. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2.75.) Jewish immirepeated according to a set
_
reading.
grant woman's clil']lb from poverty on lower Manhattan.
form,'' she said.
He read most of his poems with
--· ---------poems
Justice's
of
Many
a serene expression which amby Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.)
Horror,
Amityville
The
7.
as
think
to
listeners
his
stimulate
plified the.mood of the poems.
possessed.
house
a
in
terror
of
story
True
in his poem "in the attic," when
In another poem, he made a
towards
slope
"ceilings
says
he
transition into a semi-serious
8. Second Generation, by Howard Fast. (Dell, $2.75.) Onremembrance.' ' Also in the
tone: "When are you going to
going story of Italian family in. "The Immigrants": fiction.
line
the
with
"lethargy"
poem,
take out the garbage, swat the
"weeks have past since I lifted by
Always
manana?
' flies;
9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
hand to set it down.''
man=lna?''
When lines like these were read
riches in the fashion world: fiction .
many .people in the audience had
expressions of contemplation on
10. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
their faces. Justice paused at the
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.
end of each of these lines allowing
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
his audience to absorb his words.
writing
enjoys
Justice
supplied by college stores throughout the country. November 5, 1979.
sonatinas. A sonatina is a poet's
attempt to ipiitate intisic in
words. In Justice's sonatinas
even his titles are lyrical, "sonatina in yellow," and "sonatina
in green.''
"I tried to write one in pink but
King Solomon's Ring, by Konrad Lorenz. (Harper/Colophon ,
that was too difficult,'' he joked.
$3.95.) Scientific, humorous accounts of animal behavior.
Probably most of the audience
could associate with some of the
Robert Kennedy & His Times, by Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
lines of sonatinas personally. In
(Ballantine, $3.50.) Biography and politics of 50's and 60's.
his green sonatina was the line
"one lies in bed alone reading
The Snow Leopard, by Peter Matthiessen. (Bantam, $2.95.)
yesterdays newspaper."
Justice considers himself a
Spiritual odyssey of a man in search of .himself.
formalist, that is a poet who
sticks with traditional forms of
Association of American Publishers
sonnets, ballads; as oppoetry,
ntght
Wednesday
poetry
his
of
reading
Donald Justice gave a
~- , .:.....,._.._ \;.~~.:M'----------'
posed to free-verse poetry. He
at the Dimond Library. (Lisa Seiden photo)
realizes better than anyone how

By Jody Levine

·

He then went on to read a more
humorous poem from his collection of five poems called ''Portraits of the 60s." In these he said
the subject of each is "someone I
knew that was lacking or missing
something." The titles by themselves were humorous, such as a
"portrait with one eye" and "portrait with short hair."
One particularly clever poem
was "portrait of a dressmakers
mannequin" in which the mannequin was missing clothes. In
one part of the poem the speaker
said to the dummy "you were
trying to hide your sex as best
you could." Justice broke out of
his serene face when he read this
and his listeners laughed.
.Justice was invited to the
!JIDY!'.rsity by Mekeel McBride, a
lecturer at UNH, and her poetry
class. McBride said that Justice
was their first choice of poets ..
They were permitted by the
Writer's Series budget to invite .
three.
"He is one of the few poets who
is able to pay attention to form
and craft as -well as emotional
content,'' she said.
He has written three books,
''S•unmer Anniversaries (1959),

New & Recommended
~

¥-z ....

•
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.. ·s ee you' at Durham

Red Cross 'December
Blood Drive!

I

I

The Most Popular Movie Comedy Of All Time
A UNIVERSAL RE-RELEASE

CP078 UNIVERSAL CITY SWOIOS. INC

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

!J

[NOW PLAYING AT A ZOO NEAR YOU

YliN'i{S ':iii!;
•4•••••

•

::;: :::=::=

RICHARD GERE · V~NESSA REDGRAVE ·WILLIAM DEVANE .; .[!!]

Top per Footwear ·,
Factory Outlet
,• Variety of womens' :
,•footwear: Dress boots,,•
•
' d~ shoocJ, <XlSLDI shooc3
Come in and take
a look
Topper Footwear
51 Washington St.
Dover, N.H.
(next to the Strafford Bank)

Big $2.00 ~wih snmt ID
till 11/24/79

.):

.~ kSl~~lacl
· of)Our life
Soft contacts, for the way you want to look.

OPENING NOVEMBER 17, 1979
JOIN US FOR REFRESHMENTS AND REGISTER TO WIN A FREE PAIR OF SOFT CONTACT LENSES.
'

Lowest price in the area includes:
Highest quality soft lenses, FDA approved.
Personal, careful attention by specialist with over
10 years experience.
Fitting, tnstruction, lenscare kit.
"Feel Safe" Plan: 90 day100% returnable fee.
In-office service plan for lost and damaged lenses.
One year office visits.
20% off our already low eyeglass price \yith lens purchase.
No obligation in-office trial.

EYE CONTACT UNLIMITED

123 Market Street, in the Historic District
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday10 AM.

.
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Town,UNH
tackle thefts
SIGNS
continued from page 3
members of the community-take
a little bit of pride in the community," Flanders said. "Have
respect for the University and the
community."
If a traffic sign can be seen in a
room, · police can use the statute
of probable cause to have a
s~rch warranf issued, said
.
Prmce.
"But our main concern is getting these signs back " Prince
said. ''We realize the people
who've taken them are in
violation of the l~w 1• but we can't
prosecute everyooay. If people
cooperate, we won't have to
arrest anybody."
Flanders said he believes that
the majority of the people who
steal signs don't believe they
are stealing or doing something
wrong.

S· &iJ~BROWN-

"It's just a ·prank." he said.
"But the law says that it's a different issue and that we have to
protect the property of others."
Anyone who has traffice~ control devices should turn them in
to UNH Police.
"Bring the signs here (to the
UNH Police Department in the
Service Building), to the Durham
Police Department or any police
department," Prince said. "If the
signs are handed in, no questions
will be asked and you will not be
prosecuted. And if you do feel
there's any risk of prosecution,
give the signs to your R.A. or Hall
Director and have them turn
them in."
Prince said he hop_ed pe0ple
will turn in. signs so it won't be
necessary to get warrants, go to
rooms and have peorle arrested.
"After this initia confiscation
of signs, we're going to wait a
reasonable amount of time to see
the response of the community
before we proceed in a convential
legal way," he said. "And the list
will be rechecked to see if the
signs have been returned. We
hope they are."

Goldsmithing-.

J,

"l ·+

THRU
THURSDAY
7:00to9:10

al.y

here are many ways to be seduced.
Joe Tynan knows them
I
ALAN ALDA
BARBARA HARRIS

THE §EDUCTION
OF JOE TYNAN ~
E. M. LOEW 'S

DISCOUNT
PRICES
HOT6:45
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH
CHINA8:45
ADULTS $1.50 - FAMI LY $3.00
17 AND UNDER $1.00

CN\He
DIAL

436-5710

h
·
ADOUBLEr

DOM
DeLUISE

Ull

1
•

·=

ilffi .

--·-

P!.!l
PLUS BY REQUEST C

----,~

1

JANE FONDA

MrU~LAS

~

Diamonds and Precious Gems

/,S,qndhmruL
A MODERN
FAIRYTALE

ro

One Mechanic St. Freepo~, Mame

Tel. 207~-6263

Today's Answer to Yesterday's 5~ fO( Store

Celebrate Thanksgiving in N~w
England with the fine tradition
of books:
*NEW ENGLAND-

Durham Shopping Center
Mill Road

Beautiful photographn by Clyde Smith

*THIS NEW ENGLAND CALENDER 1980

FAMOUS
RED HEART
WINTUK

*THE THANKSGIVING STORY
¢THE COURAGE OF SARAH NOBLE
Two Children's stories

YARN

*THE TURKEY COOKBOOKFor turkeys and non-turkeys alike

ALL 20 PERCENT OFF

3 & 3% oz.

Sylvania

l\llAGICUBES or FLIP FLASH

YOUR

KODAK

Film

#C110-12
#C126-12

CHOICE

·77

1

1

39

EACH

EACH

97-

-

• ~-
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Lonely or depressed?
Questions about drugs or birth control?

862-22'93

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

· (I/~ /UNIV~~~~NBb~~~

>/ SVSTEMS SERVICES.
.

//

Your career should expand your universe. Providing stateof-the-art data processing services nationwide for General
Dynamics.Corporation will do just that, involving you in fields
as diverse as nuclear submarines, telecommunications and aerospace vehicles. And,
right now, we're looking for self-motivated individuals with degrees in computer scjence, mathematics or the physical sciences.
·•
For further information, call the Eastern Data Systems Center today, collect,
203-886-2311, ext. 306.
. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F, HC

''THE KIDS
ARE ALRIGHT''

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Please contact the Placement
Office to arrange interviews.

The Who

Data Systems Services
Eastern Data Systems Center
Norwich, CT 06360

Sun Only
Nov18

"YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN ''

Mon & Tues
ov 19 & 20

6:30
8:30

"THE FRISCO KID"
G ene w·Id
1 er ·

6:30
8 :40

Every Wednesday is $1.00 night ·
t~ neeCl help?.
·
. . need mformafiotf?~;~~;· 1
¥;;..¥......•.-;•.•.·.-················· ················•...ft.•.-.·~··················~·. ·;.·.·······ft~···········'-······· .• ..•., .. . "
~;·:~i-raf/q.rcr~oii~i:Y
u • . .. ;1.·142~8

._._. ············---.. ·-·..

Human Service s
· Coordinating Council

,,.

·
1-800-5.82-7'183 ".

-~=~~~:~:~~:!:-z~=~=~=~;!":~=~==~=!=~=~=~===~=~=~:!;:=~=~=~=~~=!=!~=~=~=~:~=~=~=~:~=~~;!:~=~b~=~~!;~:~6~~~·

· · ·. · ·w1ZARD···oF.JOBS
· · · ... . . . . .... . . . . . · · · · ·MEETS · · · · ·. · · · ·· ·

···STARRINGJ
·• • ··· MAGICAN·PAN
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
DELEMMA···

1

if no answer call 1-800-852-3311

24 hou,

.FIREHO USE·
Restaurant and
.Lounge
1 Orchard St. Dover, NH

.

.. 749-3636
.
Dining room 11 a.m. to 1Op.m.
Lounge 11 a.m. until leg,al closing
open 7 _d ays
\
Sunday footbal crowd free hors d'ourves
1-4
Monday night football gang free hors d'our_ves 7-10
'

Enjoy fine food, drink
and entertainment in the company
of ¥C?O~ friends
Entertainment
Fri 11/16 & Sat 11/17

BOSCO

SHOW
TIME:

More information for "The Wizard·of Jobs
Meets Magic P.an'' is available- at the Career
Planning & Placement Office. The first
performance ahd reception will be at the
Student Union in the Hillsboro-Sullivan
Room on November 18 from 7-9 p.m. with
an encore on November 19 at the Career
Planning.and Placement Office. Dorit delay,
this is a limited engagement.

-----·

(Rock & Folk)
Wed 11 /21 Biii Morrissey
(Folk)

'

· Thurs 11 /22 lounge closed

-.. · ,, (b_~t restQurant openl)
~

En1oy yourselves in our sister
. restaurant
Suzelle's Rt. 16 Somersworth

,

.
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Buildings
need
•
repairs

International
TAEKWON-D

Demonstration

REPAIRS

continued from page 2
The Capital Budget Request of
1978-1979 of $350,000 covers

payment of two years of work for
in ho1,1se and contracted work.
''The repairs will be made over
the next two years," Qhlenbush
said. "We may cancel some of tne
less important repairs to transfer
money -to buildings where more ·
extensive repair work- is
needed."

SHOE

• How do you make decisions!
'• Do you agonize over career decisions?
' Are you unsure of your career direction?
: Then decide to go to: ,

,• Making Career/Life Decisions_
Monday, November 19 2:30-4:3
Hillsbofo-Sullivan-MUB

by Jeff MacNel/y

•••••
Mr.K.Hwang
6th Degree

Mr. Hwang and his blackbelts
will demonstrate techniques in board
breaking, patterns and ~parring.
Sat. Nov.17th 1979 7:30
·N.H. HalJ Gym, UNH
Admission 75¢
Sponsored by the UNA
Tae Kwon-Dd Club

for sale
1971 Plymouth Duster. One owner. Slant 6cyllnder, automatic. Good MPG. Excellent
condition. NO RUST. New paint. Radlal tires.
$995. Call 431·6644, leave nessage. 12/4
1972 Pontiac Lemans Convertible. EXC.
Cond. Sliver. $1,500 Firm Call 742-4717 After
4:00. 12/4
1969 Opel GT-78,000 ml. Body fair, engine
strong, fun, economlcal (30 plus MPG) fransportatlon-needs bucks for school asking
$400.00 Call 742·686611/16
SAAB·1974 99. 72,000 ml. Body and engine
exc. Well maintained need $$$ for school
expenses, a sacrifice at $17,000.00. Call
Ken In Dover, evenings at 742·686611/16
Nice looklng half ton pickup. 1971 Ford,
rebuilt 6 cyllnder, moderate gas consumption. 3 speed- 8 foot bed. $1500. Evenings
1·207·384-2130, or see Carol at Dover
Week's Weekend days. 11/20
1971 Ford Torino. Runs well. New snow tires
for safe winter driving. $400 as Is. Call 862·
1302 and ask for Mark or go !O AT0.11/20
1965 Plym. Valiant. Good engine, Interior,
tires. Damaged but excellent parts car. Vintage year. $75. Call 659-2738 after
6:00.11/16
1972 VW 4dr. sdn. Rebuilt trans, replaced ·
engine, some body rust. Needs minor work.
Good running cond. $700. 742·920& after
5:3011/16
'67 Volvo 122S orlglnal 100,000 one owner,
Inspected, new exhaust, batteries, tires •
snows. 436-8987 bestoffer. 11/16
1973-0lds Delta 88 good running cond. ·
great winter car $400 or best offer. Call
Randy 659-5002. 12111
1966 Ford Falrlane, excellent 289 engine,
No rust, only 23,000 original miles. Stored for
~~~ .~ ~ears. Asking $1400. Call 659·

5 21

79 Ford LTD Landau, air cond., radio AM•
FM stereo, power window, 11,500 miles, 8682446 w/ Jose Noto 11 /20
1979 Ford Pinto must sell. Flying overseas
next semester. mint condition. Call eve. 8685496. 11/16
For Sale United Alrllnes half price coupon.
$50.00 Call Paula 436-2116 Keep trying ·
best early morn. or late evening 11 /30
Must sell 1 pair of EDSBYN Cross Country
boots (llned) never been worn size 9 mens.
$15. calr 868-5097 ask for Lynn or Mary 11/30
Save $300 NOWI I distribute complete llne of
major Name Brand Stereo Speakers. Call
Mark 749-4719. Aggressive salespersons
wanted. 12/14
1969 BMW 2002. Interior and engine fine.
Body needs work~ Could be good transportation or excellent restoratfon project.
Call Tim at862·1298.11/16
1974 VW Beetle. Excellent condition. New
tires, new batteJY. Best offer. For Info. call
868-5509.11/23
Dry pine slabs $25.00 truckload, delivered
to your home, call 659-2495 early eve"
•
11/30
69 Ford XL Good Trans. and engine, pione•
tape deck. Snows, new heater, most ru~.
fixed, new front exhaust pipe, one bad
door, $300 or best offer. Brian 659-2572 after
5p.m. 11/20
Fc>rscii& 'f 973· Austin -Wi0rina:-o nIYJ1.ooo
miles. Very clean, excellent condition. AM
-FM Stereo, 8-track, 30 mpg. Best offer.
8687382.11/16
1974 Fo~d 4 doors LTD 44,800 miles AC, ·Pis~
P/B, Radial Tires, excellent condition, no rust,
S109SorhA!1.lnffAr ~nllAASl.!'_'\.i<.~ 44/4~

1974--Pfrito 'kunci'i:>o ut. Automatic. Recent

Radials, shocks muffler, battery, 90,000
milAi: nnd runs meat. 25 moa. Must sell $550
or b.o. Chuck Tately, 742-6392 or 862-1047

11/16

ForSale~-f97 4·Toyota piCk-up-:IOng bed. am·
tm stereo, 50,000 miles, best otter. 8687382. 11 /16
_,t, -t' rom
ke
c..,...
le-: ....,.u,-n""'1t_e_,d-A.,..,i""'r1,-in_e_s-,1--w-a-y-..,,ti,for sa..,...
Boston to Denver $90.00 or best otter 1V-16

----classified ads---LANGE SKIS 200-204 em's (not sure), good
condition, First $75 takes them--Call 2·1296
or 868-9723 and ask for Gerry. 11 f16 - For Sale: Mamlya f/1.8 SLR • $200. Alamo 55watt amp· $90. Vlvltar automatic strobe·
s70. Smith-Corona electric typewriter· $200.
Harmony electric guitar • $50. Masterwork_•
shortwave· $75. Jeff 749-3507.12/4
raaar detector minus
bracket $50; CAMERAS • Canon FT 35 mm
excel cond. $100; VOIGTLANDER 35 mm old,
but In exce1 cond. takes beautiful plctureJ
$50. 868·7191.11/16

:;uPER5NOOPER

Brand new Advance Speakers, Model A-11
Reg. $375 pr, Now 200. Model V-11 Reg 255
pr. Now 155. Model D-11 Reg 210 pr, Now
125. 5 yr. Warr. Call John 742·8117.11/16
For Sale Pair of Pioneer tor of the line
speakers • retail 950 plus wll sell for $400.
Kenwood KR6400 Reclever $225. Kenwood
KX620 Cassette deck $175, entire system for
S700. Call 868-2668 ask for Bob 12/11
Typewriter, electric portable. Smith-Corona
excellent condition. $125. call 431-4795.
11/16
Female, blk. lab and Great Dane needs
good home. 2 yrs old spaded. Call 332·
7804 FREE.11/20
An AKC Registered Dachsund dog, 1 year
old, $150.00 or best offer. Call 431·
8241.11/16
Radial Tires • 16~15 (flt VW). 2 snows, 2
regular $75.00. 1965 VW bug $75.00 2 tire
rims for 1967 on VW $15.00 11f16
Two tickets to Fleetwood Mac at Boston
Garden. Eleventh row on the floor. For Nov.
17 (Sat. night) Fantastic seats. Call In Exeter
772·2947. 11 /20
Skis 200 cm K2 710 Comp with Salomon 555
bindings. Exe. cond. $195 or w/out bindings
$130. Call J.T. Fey 868-5000 11/20
1971 Pinto· not Inspected, but runs ok. Best
offer436-4072.11/16

Marlon-Ifs . your lucky dayt You've finally
made the big times. Isn't It great? Happy
FOR RENT • Quiet 3-room furnished apar- - Thanksalvlna.l.ove Donna 11/f6
.
tment tor two people, 9 mlles from campus.
You really dished It out last n-lg- h-t._B_e_t_y_ou_'_d
Outdoor work tor part or all of rent. Must Ineditor. The year·
distribution
great
a
make
clude avallablllty of one person weekdays
book staff would love to see your apbetween noon and 7 pm for emergency
STUDENT AFFAIRS INTERN-10 hr/wk-available
plication now. Rm 125MUB11/16
removal. Call 664·2307 between 8
snow
Immediately. Duties: Produce Div. Newslet·
and 11 am or8and 11 pm only.11/30
. Seregal ·you made It through another year.
ter, Org. workshops, coordinate student
Now that your a new "man" llfe will be
projects.
other
•
library,
arralfs
easier. Happy Birthday. Love, Patty.11/16
•
writing
Good
QuallflcaHons:
organlzatlonsl skills, good academic
Suzanne-Marquis, Hope your birthday was
Mother returning to school needs live-In : the best and your hangover not too bad. •
record, prefer sophomore or Junior. Conbabysitter and Hght housekeeper. Rm. Bel. '
tact: Cathy Reum, 862·2053, Student Affairs
You're a wicked good friend and great
and modest salary (or gas). Isolated
Office, Huddleston HaU 11/16
buddy. Psyched tor a great weekend. 1ove
location, car essential. 46~·5503 I~? p.Jn.) .
Sharholda 11/16
Live In "Mothers helper." See ad under Help .'
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Disser·
Hey BamBaml Congratulations now that
~anted. 11/30
tatlons, reports, resumes, thesis. 749-2692.
you've make It through Hell how about
----.,..--~--''----~_J · playing In the leaves? Even better a nice
11/20
cold alrl? Devll Dogs? Love Pebs. 1_1/16
Interior painting done by pere-nnlally paint-·
Would whoever borrowed (without asking).
·
~ -~
~"'.. Ir ... _
flecked grad student. Sistine Chapel ,
my cor.ee· mug from the physics students'
l
"'..:.:..;:
t,,..,
·
h
·
~
iNIM
quality. Call Pat at 8~·2972.12/11
m111.e • m Jealoull I eara aoou JmnJ•.i. \<un- - mailboxes clease return It 11/16
•
cert you took Donna to on Monday! Wish I
Wanted: Deranged female that kisses feet
A group for discussing Women's Issues will
had been here. Some other time maybe.
and loves guys In plaid skirts. Dont be sur·
be held with June on Fridays, 10-11 am at
love Donl 11 /16
the Human Sexuality Center, Hood House.
prised If your flight to Scotland stars In Air·
Sachemo tor the great times and the
·
Tel: 862-1987.11/16
~"! _'80: Hijacked to Callfomlalll, "Shoes"
• memorlei, and the best friend I've ever
Want to get Involved In campus activities?
had. Thanks for evel'Yfhlng. Always._Wlz.
Come to the organizational meeting of the
To the Pimp, Disco Dan, Pearl, Esther, Ruthie,
1980 Winter Carnival Committee on .Nov. 20
acid trip, Big Biii, accident victim, line of
at 7 pm In the Rockingham Room of the
coke, nurse, flasher, transvestite, Ayatollah,
Lost while hitching a grey wool Jacket with
MUB. Everyone welcome. If you can't make
fisherman, country shit, hell's angel, hlllbllly,
It to the meeting, call Renee Romano at
large brown patch on back. Any lnfor·
Dracula and wife, sheik, the laety with th•
862·1001 or drop by the Student Activities
mallon please call Bruce Sterling In room
vlle, the hose with the most... and Lisa,
Programming Office, room 126 In the MUB.
371 Congreve (868·9750) Has sentlmental · Christine, and Bartram, Thanks for.the tricks
value.11f20
=-7'~.,-o':':-:=--,,-,-~~-44
but more the treat of a one In a mllllon.
looking for you.
BACKGAMMON lovers·
arouD of friends. Ya hool Lovtt_ ~G.11/16
Royal, Apolle 10 portable, electric
please call and Join me for a few games.
To our former hose•eat your hearts out.
typewriter. Excellant condition, Excellant
JohnOsner436-3934. 11/16
Hope you nerds are happy together, birds
price. Call: Sally 868-9795 or 2·1648 After
Health Administration • Planning get·
of a feather flock together and misfits hold
7:00 p.m. more convenient. 11/20
Chain saw work done-will cut and split your
cordwood-TSl·Land clearing-Small tree
removal. Call John 868·2930 1~ /20

wanted

oefSQnnls

lost

6n

LOST girls opal ring with diamond chips on
each side (Reward) call 868-5189 Davida
11/16
Susan from the Bay State League In Walpole
-did you lose your coat? Please call 862·
1837. 11/16
LOST • pair of gold wire-rimmed glasses.
They were In a tan case which may nave a
name and address In It. Ignore that Information. Instead, If found, call Ellen at 868·
·
227 8 • keep trying. 11 /20

1972 Toyota Corolla· 57,000 miles. New Mc·
Pherson struts, new aluminum alloy head,
new exhaust and fuel valves, rebullt transmission, belted, snow tires, runs good,
dependable, started every da'f last winter,
,0.23 miles/gal, a~r _~~!'~~ .!~wn (more on

LOST one gray cat ten months old with light
brown spol on throat and chest, from Coops
In Durham. If found call Fred or Bob at 8685406. 11/16

services

help wanted

Part-time morning position available (7:4512:45 M·F) tor co-director of Durham Infant
TYPING-Retired secretarv. Exoerlericed in all
Center. Degree In Early Childhood or
types of term papers, also novels, short . related field and 2 yrs. exp. preferred. Send
stories, articles, etc. Reasonable ratesresume to Durham Infant Center, Forest Park
Prom.pt service. Located within · waiklilg
A-7. Durham. NH 11"n
Help wanted: :!'ReL-;l~la'"'b..,.le'--p-e-rs_o_n-=-to__,.,11-ve--ln_a_n_d
distance to uNn. ooo-1u10. Anna, 20 Parli
- care for 2 chlldren for 7-10 days In early
Court, Durham.11/16
January. Fee nlgoflable. Refer.ences
Cars nmed: S25- to $30 per car-replace
1equlred. Parents need a vacation. Call
plugs, points, adjust timing. Wiii do any
868·7525after6cm. 11/20
other minor replacement af parts cost. Wiii
Franconia Ski School at Cannon Mt. Is
come to your car. Call 868-7151 . 11 /20
looking tor part-time and full-time ski Instructor the 1979·80 ski season. For Infortors
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC. choice of style
mation write Franconia Ski School, Box 351,
pitch; 9rammar, punctuation, spelling cor'. · Franconia,
NH 03580. 12/11
reefed. Reasonable rates tor superior
Part-time student help wanted • apply Wedquality. Diana Schuman, 742-4858. 11/20
nesdays at the Carved Sign Factory on Rte.
Santa didn't get a raise, the elves are on
~~~ 3V2 miles south of Lee Traffic _circle.
strike. Be prepared and make your christmas presents this ye~u. Free macrame
lessons. Call Mick.I after 4. 772-4228. 11/30

0

for rent

~,fc!~gt)r:.sM~~~~~·~11~1gk-up an~ delivery
Pine Tree Building Co. repairs, renovations,
custom kitchen designs and furniture,
general carpentry: call 659-2495 or 431·
1663. 11/30
PASSPORT PHOTOES··lnstant Color Passport
Photos-ready in minutes. Call 742-4211 for
appointment. RICHARDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICE, TEN SECOND STREET, YE OLDE COURT
HOUSE, DOVER.12/14

"

Resumes· Protesslonal career counselor will
help you create a personalized resume of
your qualifications and abilities. Not a n
agency. Call Portsmouth, 436·5353.11/30
Whales too big? Seals too cute? Dolphins
too loquacious? Join Friends of the Earthworm! Membership card, button, worm
creed, tact sheet, pet plans. $5.0Q Uncle
Sol's Farm, Box 78129, Seattle, WA 9~ 1 7 8 . A
profit organization. 11/30

.

One female looking for house or apartment
to rent or share for 2nd semester. Contact
Jody 868-9823 or 2·237111/30
Very large room with private bath tor 2
people, non-smokers perterred house .
prlveledges, off street parking, 15 min walk
to campus $150 per person per month. 128
Madbury Rd., Durham. May be seen after 5
pm868·2235.11/16
Nursing student needs room In house In
Durham, Neat, quiet and busy, wllllng to do
llght housework or babysitting. 868-7225
Meredith. 11 /20
Roommate wanted to share apartment In
Strawbe rry Banke area of Portsmouth. Rent
$175 total. Grad student and non-smoker
_
.
preferred. Call436-712811/30
1·2 bedroom furnished cottage on Swains
Lake. 10 minutes to UNH-electrlc heat and
woodstove. Security deposit. Avallable now
or 2nd semester. $250/month 664-241 5
evenings. 11/16

~,det~;::;e~f;.~,.~;!~r~!~:e~~~ :::e~:

~!:. a~~1naa~: ~~~::~he~~Qf1ub~!

1979. Carrol-Belknap room, MUB 7:30-10:00
another Donna Summer and Bob Dylan. Hey
pm Donation: $.50. 11/20
Ifs your loss and we could care less. Ifs
Brian Smets: Who the hell cares whether you
been real you losers, a box of Mldol and
usecrestmlntflavoredtoothpa1tel11/16
Clearasll for you. No hoses. The Luckey
Hey Elreas, as soon as I find out your names,
Blondes .11 /16
rm getting In touch with both the CIA and
Cathy-Collect those cards, we can play'
the newspapers. We'll have our day In court
poker, to the QueE'ln of hearts from your
favorite Joker-Good luck and have a won-v.,,..e=•~·1.=...1~1""'16=-,-~-.,.,--,-,-=----=--.,-JoAnne at the MUB 11/9. sometime when
derful day-you're great Magpl•your little
you're not being chaperoned, maybe we
K.K. .i.t/16
can get together and slow-dance again.
Yates-You're playtng "beat that grade"'
.
Untllthen, Bruce 11/16
huh? Thanks for the study time, you're
Mum de la Pump-Kins, I'll wait for you.11/16
welcome for my academic Influence on
your grade. Congrats on your hockey
position-who's num er 14? Jean.11/16
Do you llke kids? There wlll b• a folk service
nAH FOR AIZ PLEDGES! Thanks for pc.r:
dinner, dance at Crochet Mountain
Hclpatlon, smiles and friendship. R6member
Rehabllltatlon Center on Nov. 17. We wlll
your paddles, points and books and help
leave St. Thomas More Church at 2:00.11/16
me remember em tool Get psyched, we've
Ricco Gimp Rizzo: Died Nov. 8, 1979. After
Just begunl B. 11/16
living a traumatic, unstabllzed llfe, Gimp
C:The weekend was wonderful! Lefs go
decrded that his home situation was UNaway again this winter, okay? With your
BEARABLE and so he took his own lite. A cold
stlmulatlng mind and body, you wlll never
andlonely hanging by his own Jump ropel
bore me; f love you and all your warm ways.
His last words were; Disco and Nomy • hit the
Love,A.11/16. road before Linda returns from the llbesl
To Kevin• dales: Thanks so much for all your
Hey -Elreas, I stlll think you people .don't
"counselln~"-we even thank you for the
know what r.ou're doing, besides that, what
moons. _We II see you at "the Sneak." We
you are do ng Is Illegal. Is B.H. one of your
love youl...A,L,B,N,M. 11/16.
aulnea clas? 11/16
To the kids who played through a helluva-,
Kath, Lisa, Jo, Dale, Nancy, Charlle, Marsha,
Kimball, Patty• Leslie, Thank you tor making
season: As far as I'm concerned, this team
my specall day a terrific one. You're greaf.
unrest stuff 11 BSll We were one of the moat
LoveSooz 11/16
together teams I've played for-off the court
we're phenomlnal. We've gone through
Kate • "All good writing Is swimming under
some times, but we've stuck together (KK
water and holding your breath." 11/16
tool) You're all the best. Crash.11f16
" ... 184 Washington Street..." The brain of the
Nov: 17
DZ Pancake Breakfa1t11 When?
Bologna has melted down... maybe even ,
9 am • 12 noon. Where? At DZ. (25 Madbury • puffed back. Thus, no profound words of
wldsom and Inspiration to carry you through ·,
Rd). Tickets only $1.25 • Call DZ tor more Info
. . the long weekend. srmply, enJoytl 11/16
2·1837.11/16
Come to rne DZ Pledges' Pancake Break·
Mr. Biii: oooh noll where have you been?
fastll Saturday before the UMass game 9 am
Remember Stowe? Homecoming? Rulnlte?
• 12 noon. Only S1.25 per person. Tickets
House? Halloween? Brownies? and
Strafford
available at Defta Zeta.11/16
me? Have a Happy Birthday, I miss ya. Love ·
Pancake Breakfast Saturday Nov. 17th at
.G.P.11/16
Delta Zeta. 9 am· 12 noon (Before the UMass
Atlantlc Motelers: open to all beachco~
game) Tickets only S1.25 Available at DZ. Be
bers. Bus to Boston (Faneull HalO for the day,
there Alohall 11/16
Nov. 17, 8:00 am returning 6:30 pm Sign up
In motel office. Only $3.8011/16
Looking for a good homecooked meal??
Then come to a Pancake Breakfast sponYou can discuss sex and sexuality concerns "
sored by the Pledges of Della Zeta. Nov. 17,
In security and confidence at Hood House,
Saturday 9 am • 12 noon. Tickets only S1.25.
Human Sexuality Center, Tel: 862·1987.
Call DZ 2·1837 for more Info, 11/16
" ... 184 Washington Street..." "Chestnuts
.
roastlngo'eranopenflre... "

k.i,

.....

ndes

· -- -

HI Paull What's cookln? Hope everythlng's
Need a ride to Logan airport Tuesday betpeachy down south. Ifs almost Semester II
; ween 12:0() M:OO. Wiii pay for ~as. Please
tlmel G.M . ra nd that's not Gerry Miies) 11/16
· .
call Jaynl at 2-1838 or 862·1838. t/27
'VOu great new Cool-Aid members-You did
ltl Congratulations-See you Sunday nlte at · · ·-Rldarwanted to go to Virginia with me In a
U·Haul on Dec. 8, must drive part way. OneR's.-the rest of us.11/16
wayl Call Cathy at 868-7573. 12/11
Come ancl apply for the Nad Dating Service, a personalized way to meet the Ideal
Ride needed to Rhode Island any time Wed.
match. Be daring and · adventurous. Call
Nov. 21. Call Patty 749·2200.11/20
868·1297 or stop al 69 Young Drlve.11/16

i '.
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

UNH Jazz
JAZZ

continued from page 16

"MY /J/5T/NGIJl5HEO R£(f)RIJ Or
IAIORl<ING UlllH MINO/?JTl&S HAO
08V/()(J5lY /JReCE!)£l) M&. ALSO,
fACT THAT I 6AV& TOAST IN
JAPAN5SE S!ZM5 TO HAV&
MAPE (jlJ/T& AN /MPR/355/0N. I/

When Seiler and Berg played
with the band the stage became
. charged with emotions. The band
members would do well to
emulate their teachers and make
· that transition from good to fine.

Today is
the fi1St day
of the rest
of your life.

by Jeff Mac~elly

SHOE

Give
blood,
can
so it
be the
fi1Stday ·
of somebody
else's, too.

Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.

PRIVATE PIANO LESSONS

by Joe Kand11a

DINSDALE
NO

Member N.G.P.T. studied at
Mozarteum in Salzburg,
Austria
1 Lessons at two pianos.

I rE/.L YQV, I FEEL
1-tKE A SlfEEI' GOINb
TD St./JV$HTER.

Raymond Desjardins
742-5919

Mens's 8t ladies styling

. TUMBLEWEEDS

walk in
or
appt.

by T.K. Ryan

L..E"f ME Rf.MIN/7 You, L-OTSA
l-LJCK 1THATTHIS IS A-mAPl110NAL
INPIAN COUNCii- MEE1lNG-!

so STOP
REFERRING-TO
rf ASA
THINKIANK!

v

5CF0~13>l.f:

WOL1J_p 1H/5 8E. AN
ATTEMPT 1lJ 5TONEWALL MY JNPLJT?

5C~J~/3l...E

.S.CR,Jf3e.l..-t::

_!_

PHONE 868-7051
Hours

29 Main St.

M-S 9-5:30
T 8t F eve. till 7

Durham

Tailoring Alterations

*TRIVIA*theme7 And what band recently re-recorded the song? 9.
1. Who was Johnny Yuma? 2. From what distinguished
What
was the name of Bogart's bar in "Casablanca"7 10.
English family is Tarzan descended? 3. Who created the ,
Shadow7 4. From what comic strip does the word jeep What was the name of the Girl From U.N.C.L.E. 7
.ta:JUVQ IJ.ldV
come7 5. Who led the American Baseball League in
homeruns in 19657 How many did he hit? 6. Who narrated 'Ol S,)[J fN '6 oaaa puv S.tiJa]'N !iUU ZfOf 'f} iJfBV3 iJlfl 'f. JjO].JV){
the cartoon, "The Grinch Who Stole Christmas"? 7. What SJ.tDf! ·9 an2va1 alJJ pva1 01 S96I ui s.tawo11 Zf ntf o.ttnzB!UD:J
was the nickname of the vehicle that landed the first lluo1 ·s alladod BUJ.LJVJS .ta1va11i. azqW!lf.L 'p +uv.t9 .
astronauls on the moon? 8. Who sang "The Secret Agent" 11amxvw ·r sa:>fo+slla.t9 a11.r ·z 1aqa.t i3Zf.L ·r :sJaMsue aq.i

by

Barbara
For Men and Women
Quality work on fur .
custom fitting for women
consultation availa ble with fee
open 6 days 9-5 p . m.
til 9 p. m. on Thurs .
868-2235

A cross from Town Offices-Durham
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Student
sues over

..
tu1t1on
TUITION
1
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
"APR!l 17. P&NTAGON
OVERRl./lE.S 5TRJK.£5.

\

AM LOS!N6 FAe&.''
0

.

continued from page 3

comment.
'Clancey said he is certain the
lawyer defending UNH will agree
to a hearing because Watton
would "automatically receive the
$3,040 amount if the .Board chose
to default the case."
"I'd just as soon as deal with
Millimet," Clancy said, "he's a
fair man when it comes to dealing
with UNH lawsuits."
Clancey said he is hoping to
have Watton's case heard at the
Stratford County Superior Court
by next month but said it was
more likely to be heard by spring
or fall of 1980.
Watton, who is graduating this
semester, said it would be "extremely difficult" for her if the
case lingered until next year.
"I won't be able to leave
Durham until the •court case is
finished," she said, "which limits
my chances to search for job opportunities.
"I've lived on my own without ·
financial help from my parents
for three years now," she said.
"Even if I win the case, one third
of the money from it will have to
go to pay for my lawyer.''
Watton, who is currently on
food stamps, said she received a.
$1 000 grant from the stat~ t~-~t.;
year. She said she owes $6,000 in
, loans that helped pay her tuition.
"I should have graauatea a
year and a half ago," Watton
said, "But I had to cut down my
course load and get a part time
job to make ends meet. The
University cannot be allowed to
get off without paying me
something if justice is to be
done."

SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly
© Jefferson Communications, Inc. 1979
Distributed by C.T.N.Y.N .S.

/

DINSDALE
CH~l5T'r( I~ Svf'R.IS£D (.fr '{Uv !
Tlf~T PCASON Yov qa£PrEL)
l4>r F~1l>1J1 1s ;Vor rHE

nPE OP

PfR..So~~ C44P !

wE

NC,Sj)

f'~l'Lli W/TV Wll-L.

OH

13tE. oPc/\/ '41Vf> t=R,,/&vDL '( 4A1D
wHo wtl'- wo~K ,<:e~ TrlE
F~cSHl'1cN 7D lltEt.f' TJ'l&vJ
~b!J-PI

Exeter based newspaper gz:oup
seeks a Circulation Assistant
Part-time

by Joe Kandra

Tl?

'(bl :.. HERE IT 1>... If£~

f/?Ot1 tR.~ ... tv'llf'IJE If? ...

Uil·..

•I

TH£ Sf/I/ If

If?

SC{{a;>(._

Tuesdays-Wednesdays
Call Russ at
772-4744

RESEARCH

collegiate crossword

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.
ESSAY SERVICES
67 Yonge St., Suite #504
Toronto, Ontario, C1n1d1

MSE 1J8

1

2

3

4

14

ACROSS

1 Lacking stiffness
5 "Perry Mason"

17

(416) 366·6549

---+--+---1

RELIGION SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS

cemetary
Sunday Moming-10:30- all
welcome
For more information
call 868-2272

_ _,.__+----+--1

,,,.,,,..._..-+--+--4

5

r.s-t---+--+----1

Collegiate CW76-19

actress
9 Miss Gabler
14 Matinee 15 Kind of exam
16 soup
17 Eclectic
19 Type of fish
20 Simultaneously
(4 wds.}
22 Prison place
23 Departure
24 Barber shop items
27 Technique developed
by Freud
31 Sorrow
32 Blackjack c0111Tiand
(2 wds.}
33 Chemical suffix
34 Beverly Sills'
forte
35 Houses in Seville
36 Dash
37 Author's outputs
(abbr.)
38 Musical maneuver

39 Heavy harrmers

12 Deal out

40 Door opening
42 Hit the -

13 Opposite of syn.

44 "Darn it"
45 remark
50 Shinbone

24
25
26
27

18 Tennis strokes

21 College events
Act
Concise
Poker bet
Path
51 Having no more
28 Word said during a
space (3 wds.}
toast
53 Distribute
54 No, in Nuremberg - 29 Together (2 wds.}
30 Corrmon ~
55 Aware of
56 Orchestra section 32 Piece of precipitation
57 Head inventory
35 Perfonn like Crosby
58 Mae 36 Suffers humiliation
(2 wds.}
DOWN
38 Warnings of trouble
39 Recurrent theme
1 Fleur-de-· 41 Sentence part
2 Concept
42 Orchestra leaders
3 Shed
44 Fasten again
4 Exces·s
45 Accumulation
5 Vacation places
46 Competent
6 Ascend
47 Mr. Long
7 Mo l ten rock
48 First-class
8 Basic
49 Plenty
9 Antagonistic
50 Seaman
10 Antagonism
52 Bon 11 Per -

43 God of love
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More
Cat ·
Stats

Punt
returns
NAME
Loehle
Bergeron
Gooden
Stevens
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

No.

Yds.

Avg.

14
10
1
2

170
45
28
5

12.1
4.5
4.0
2.5

33
18

248

7.5
3.1

55

lnjW. row as it ap~eared last Saturday in Springfield during
the ildcats' 34-14 oss to the Chiefs. From left to r~ht:Douft
Gray, Phil ·uamilton, Phil Estes, and Jim Mc ahon a

sustained 1dJuries in the ,ame. Tomorrow, an injury-riddled
UNH squa will place ts pride on the line against the
Minutemen of UMass.

Scoring
NAME
lllman
Loehie
Quinn
Coleman
Hamsley
Ruffen
Hinsch
Gorham
Kosinski
Doherty
P. Clark
Johnston
Leavitt

TD

POINTS
X·Pf FG
52
0 19-19 ·11·15
36
6
0
0
24
4
0
0
12
2
0
0
6
1
0
0
6'
1
0
0
6
1
0
0
1 .0
6
0
6
1
0
0
6
1
0
0
,1
6
0
0
1
0
0
0
0 0-1
0

UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

20 19·20 1H5
18 16-18 8·11

172
149

lnterceptiolls
NAM.E
No. Yds.
Kosinski
3 25
Doig
2 25
MacDonald
2 20
Bergeron
2 ' 8
Doherty (fumble)
1 66
Glllls
1 35
Marchese
1
7
Belmont
1
0
Hennessey
1
0
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

14 186
17 175

Kickoff returns
TD Long

NAME
Loe hie
Quinn
Hamsley
Pinter
Swlezynskl
.Romano
P. Clark
GUiis
Kaplan

No. Vets. Avg.

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

9 165 48.3
4 130 ~~.s
3 65 21.7
4 31 7.8
3 21 7.0
2 12 6.0
2 2.0
1
1 1.0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
49
·33
14
14
6
2
1
0

3
0

UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

28 425 15.2
36 636 17.7

0
1

49
84

TD

I

.I
Live Rock n' Roll
4 nights a week

Tue~.-

College Night
50¢ bottled be{}r
$1.00 bar drinks

Wed.-Sat. Live Entertainment
Proper Dress.Required
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Icemen tenacious;
down Salem ·S tate
HOCKEY

_

trouble·when it put four Wildcats
in the penalty -box. Reeve, Coady
slowed down and flip-flopped and Miller all received minors
through Moffett's pads.
and Ken Roberge took a five
Duca was a standout for the minute major for cross-checking.
Vikings all night long recording But UNH killed off the minors as
37 on the night.
Moffett was forced to make only
Chris Pryor opened the third one save during the span.
period whipping a wrist shot from
"Our defense was pretty
deep along the right sideboards awesome," said Moffett. "We
over Duca's right shoulder. went for seven minutes and I got
' Seconds later, at 1:09, Jay Miller only one shot."
drove a short-side wrist shot past Ice chips: Both O'Connor and
Duca . and the lead quickly Moffett expressed praise for the
widened to four goals.
play of sophomore defenseman
It was good to see the freshmen , Reeve. "He's really taking
playing so well," said O'Connor.
charge out there and becoming a
The UNH pressure which had leader,'' said Moffett ... the win
been so intense the fir~t period, was the first for O'Connor who
yet not as fruitful, had now begun .\:Vas
Charlie
replacing
to take its toll on the Salem State Holt... Holt, by the way, has
squad.
returned to his Barrington home
King tallied his second of the from the Mary Hitchcock
night on a power play at 4:24, Hospital in Hanover. It's
Ward estimated he won't be back on the
redirecting
neatly
Gleason's slap shot from the ice for three weeks, but he's
point.
recovering fine from his gall
UNH later found itself in bladder operation.

continued from page 28

cat stats
Record

Salem defenseman Ted Kontos' efforts to stop UNH's Dan Forget here proved successful as
goalie Bob Duca makes a save. Forget however, had the last laugh with two goals. (Bill hill
photo)

UNH forfeits two games to OSU
FORFEIT

continued from page 27
5-3·2 RECORD
Wayne State
Holy Cross
Boston Univ.
Dartmouth
Connecticut
Maine
Lehigh
Northeastern
Rhode Island
Sprlngfleld
Nov.17 Massachusetts
TOTALS

UNH
24
26
28
10
3
23
3
20
21
14

OPP
14
17
41
10
3
0
16
8
6
34

Attendance
3,000
12,590
6,155
13,500
8,004
7,100
15,400
5,200
1,754
1,390

172

149

74,003

Team stats
First Downs
(By Rushing)
(By Passing)
(By Penalty)
Total Plays
Total Offense
Fumbles/Fumbles Lost
Peanltles/Y ds Penallzed

UNH
143
1
64

OPP

156
89
51
16
719
2583
24-13
42·391

8
643
3021$
42·25
66-543

thrown out for fighting. According to several eye witnesses,
neither player threw a punch.
Following the second period,
after both teams had left the ice,
Francis and Coady appealed to
the referee to call the face mask
grabbing. His reply was that
there is no rule in the (NCAA)
rule book concerning face mask
grabbing.
Kullen also appealed to the
referee as the two Wildcats left
the ice. However, on their way to
the locker room, which is reached
by walking through the rink lobby, Francis and Coady encounter more trouble.
''One of the fans spit on Sean,''
said Francis, "and reached out to
grab him. He tried to protect
himself.''
"I tried t~ push the kid away,"

Rushing
'-

Passi:rig
NAME
Leavitt
Stevens

ATT. COM.
84
178
9
24

UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

202
212

93
94

INT. VOS. TD
17 1199 7
0 177 2

PCT.
.472
.375

9

.460

8

.443

17 1376
13 1025

NAME
Quinn
Hamsley
Coleman
Printer
Nocera
Loe hie
Swlezynskl
Stevens
B.Clark
Lawler
P.Clark
Leavitt

No. Yds. Avg. TD Long
124 595 4.8
46
4
111 519 4.7
41
1
74 303 4.1
38
2
25 115 4.6
18
0
23
83 3.6
20
0
10
56 5.6
1
20
4
27 6.8
0
20
14
23 1.6
13
0
4
10 2.5
0
5
8
9 1.1
5
0
1
2 2.0
1
2
34 ·80
7
0

UNHTOTALS 432 1652 3.8
OPPONENTS 507 1558 . 3.1

9
9

46
36

Punting

Kicking

No. Yda. Avg. Long
55 1882 34.2 57

NAME
lllman

PAT
19·19

11-15

52

NAME
Leavitt

UNHTOTAL
OPPONENTS

19·19
15-16

11·15
8-11

52
39

UNHTOTALS 55
OPPONENTS 69

FG POINTS

said Coady. "Then a bunch· of decided not to play Saturday's ·
kidS grabbed me. Some kid grab- game thereby forfeiting the
bed me from behind and Bob series to Ohio by 1-0 scores.
"The decision for UNH not to
·pulled him off.''
A schuffle ensued as police en- play had been made by the
(Andy
director
athletic.
tered the matter to break it up.
"That just topped off Mooradian),'' said Kullen.
everything else that had hap- "upon my recommendation. "t
According to Kullen the face
pened," said Coady. "It was out
. mask grabbing was only one
of control."
According to Kullen, game reason for refusing to play. He
films which he saw the next mor- cited four reasons all together:
--Danger to the players.
ning showed three specific face
--Officiating. Kullen said the
incidents.
mask grabbing
"Hockey was not the primary referee refused to control the
concern of the (Ohio St.) game.
--Lack of crowd control.
players," he said. "The physical
--Frustration of UNH players.
aspect took over. They were hitOhio State has sent game films
ting continually and wrestling afto UNH for viewing by
ter the whistle."
According to Ohio State coach Mooradian, Kullen and Eastern
Jerry , Welsh, Buckeye players Collegiate Hockey Association
responded only after Wildcat (ECHA) vice-president Brian
players had dropped their gloves. Petrovek.
This weekend, Ohio State will
UNH refused to come out of the
locker room for the third period travel to Chestnut Hill for a series
of Friday night's g_ame. UNH also with the Boston College Eagles.

1882 34.2 57
2349 34.0 54

Leading
•
receivers

NAME
Loehle
Ruffen
Lyons
Hamsley
Quinn
Johnston
Coleman
Hinsch

Pinter
B. Clark
Gorham
P. Clark
Romano
Nocera
Lawler
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

No. Yds. Avg.
32 450 14.1
19 369 19.4
7 117 16.7
89 11.1
8
70 10.0
7
~ 32.0
2
47
6
7.8
45 45.0
1
M 11.3
3
24 12.0
2
23 11.5
2
21 21.0
1
17 17.0
1
12 12.0
1
-6
1
93 1376 14.8
94 1025 10.9

TD Long
5
36
1
48
0
22
0
29
0
25
1
55
0
12
1
45

0

0
1
0
0
0
0

9
8

25
16
17
21
17
12
0
55
55

.
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ECAC's mask rule
• •
ruining hockey
To be blunt, I think the face mask is ruining college hockey. Mind
you I didn't say all hockey, but college hockey.
The past two weeks have, or should have, enlightened the NCAA-and especially ECAC officials--to the potential danger which lies w!th
the mask. While the intentions are goro:..protecting a player's eyes--the
end result has not proved as beneficial.
"I don't like the cage mask," said Wisconsin coach Bob Johnson who
has also coached the 1976 Olympic hockey squad. "I think it was great
for youth hockey, but I think the colleges should try something like
what Borge Salming (Toronto Maple Leafs) wears."
Salming is using a helmet with a plastic face shield.
"I would like to see a better facemask prepared for college," said
Johnson.
Throughout the country have come opinions over the face mask,
some vehemently opposed to it (BU's Jack Parker), some others merely
opposed to it (Harvard's Bill Cleary and UNH' s Charlie Holt) while
others see the good aspects (Wisconsin's Johnson).
- However, all agree that today;s face mask is inadequate and further
studies should and must be made to develop a better 1J1as1< it tne
college ranks are to continue using them.
.
, ''Charlie and I didn't vote for the mask because we feel there should
be more experimenting done," said Bob Cleary of Harvard.
"It's the medical people who are really fighting it (putting in the face
mask rule) and that's the reason we're·wearing it," said Cleary.
These first few weeks have clearly shown an increase in high sticks,
diving face first in front of shots and overly aggressive play.
According to Joe-Concannon of The Boston Globe, Paul Miller of
BU and Mark Switaj of Boston College have begun circulating appeaJs
to players on other teams to petition against the face mask ~.
Players all around, from the Olympic team (which plays various
collegiate teams) to several eastern teams have complained about the
mask.
_
Those wearing the cages talk of failure to see the puck at their feet
and loss of peripheral vision which can lead to being blind-sided. The
potential injuries from such incidents can be a~severe as paralysis.
Those not wearing the mask complain of the opponent's use of the
mask to spear or butt them. Although the NCAA has passed emergency legislation instituting a major penalty for face mask grabbing and
using the mask as a weapon and a minor for placing a hand on the
mask, it appears to me that the situation will lessen only slightly.
Emile Francis, General Manager of the NHL St.' Louis Blues and
father of UNH captain Bob Francis, made an interesting observation.
He said in the pros, face masks are illegal except for those instances
where a player might have a broken jaw or some injury which would
require extra protection. "Otherwise," he ' said, "it's considered a
weapon."
UNH' s Craig Steensen was violently spun about when playing Ohfo
State this past weekend when a Buckeye grabbed his face mask, an in~ident which could have possibly ~roken his neck.
Three BU Terriers-Todd Johnson, Rob Davies and Daryl MacLeodhave all sustained facial injuries as a result of the mask. Throughout
the ECAC, there is player concern, as well as coaching concerns, that
the game will tum into a mutated form of football.
Yet, one thought remains persistent with me. If there is so much opposition to the mask, th~n why does it remain as a rul.e7 How did it
ever stand a chance of becoming a rule7 Why won't the administrators
listen to the players and their feelings7 _
ECHA assisstant commissioner, Brian Petrovek (formerly an AllAmerican goalie at Ha~ard) probably estimated the future of college
hockey the best when he said, "Wearing the mask invites reckless,
physical action. It could lead to a gladiator-style hockey."
Petrovek sent a 19 point report to the ECHA last week recommending that the face mask be rescinded. After a phone conference Thursday (Nov. 8) night, the ECHA voted to keep the masks.
ECHA president Joe Zabilski said he is in favor of the mask but feels
the problem lies with the officiating. _Perhaps he's right. But I think it
goes even further than that.
It appears that rules are being made in a mad attempt to bring
hockey to a point of reducing the amount of injuries as completely as
possible. Yet, by doing so, and without validated testing has only
heightened a player's chances of serious injury.
The mask's allowance for higher high-sticks and more hitting has
now accentuated Boston College coach Len Ceglarski' s viewpoint.
"I said five years ago ·that there was too much hitting from behind
and high sticking," said Ceglarski. "Now it's gotten completely out of
hand."
Clearly, the ECAC has jumped before looking. Yet, they're hesitant
to admit to being wrong and are now only increasing the problem ten
fold.

JiffIIfItIIIfffffftf!I~tfftff!ttIIIIfItIItIIIItl
Have a
Happy Thanksgiving
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Dana Barbin(left) and Sean Cody(right)
display the two masks presently worn by ·
the Wildcats. Two forfeitures over the last
weekend by UNH to Ohio State led to a
rekindling of the fire concerning the

use,misuse and rules of the face mask.
However, certain coaches, administrators
and physicians feel it is necessary. (Bill
Hill photos)

Face mask debate draws
responses across.the nation
By Lee Hunsaker
pen."
and Beth Albert
Cleary and Holt said they voted
The recent Ohio State and UNH ·against the mask because they
face mask incident in Columbus felt more experimenting and
has stirred new controversy con- testing was needed before usage
cerning the use of face masks in became mandatory.
eastern college hockey.
Parker, in an article in The
An informal poll this week of Boston Globe last week, said he
some of the nation's top college has always been against the face
hockey authorities has shown a mask and will continue to be so.
mixed reaction to the Eastern His opposition has risen following
Collegiate Athletic Association's the injuries sustained by three of
(ECAC) mandatory face mask his players.
Out west, coaches and adrule.
As a rule, eastern coaches and ministrators· alike are less
administrators seemed to ex- adamant in the opposition to the
press more dissatisfaction than mask, probably because their
the western ones. All, however, teams don't have to wear the
were concerned over the misuse mask.
of the mask, the lack of rules conThe NCAA has an optional
cerning the mask and the ruling concerning the use of the
problems and injuries it has mask. Only the ECAC, a division
caused.
·
of the NCAA, has voted to make
In the east, Boston University's that rule mandatory.
Jack Parker, Harvard's Bill , When UNH met maskless Ohio
Cleary, UNH's Charlie Holt and State, the fire was rekindled and
Eastern Collegiate Hockey caused
wl:iat
is
quickly
Association (ECHA) assistant becoming a matter of national
commissioner Brian - Petrovek concern in college hockey.
appear most annoyed by the
The mask grabbing was so
mask.
blatant, that NHL St. Louis
Earlier in the year, Petrovek General Manager Emile Francis,
issued a 19 point report to the whose son, Bob, captains UNH,
ECHA recommending that the called ECAC commissioner Scotmask rule be rescinded, yet the ty Whitelaw.
committee
overlooked
his
Francis didn't lodge a formal
remarks and voted, for the third complaint but he did tell
time this year, to keep the rule.
Whifelaw that he didn't approve
"We have to give the rule a fair of the officiating at the UNH-Ohio
chance to see what major injuries State game, Friday.
are avoided," said ~CHA
Francis watched UNH play two
president Joseph Z-abilski in a periods of hockey before
telephone interview Wednesday. assistant coach' Bob Kullen elecHe said Wayne State University, ted not to return for the third
in conjunction with the NCAA i_s period.
·
Francis said the Ohio State
doing a study of the rule and the
types of masks which will emerge players weren't penalized for
as being the best to use.
grabbing UNH players' face
Petrovek's stand now is that masks.
"It was a question of what the
"the committee voted to maintain status quo-my job is to en- referee was going to call," Franforce the rule."
cis said in a phone conversation
Boston College's Len Ceglarski Wednesday. "There's no rule in
said that although he's not op- the book which I think brought
posed to the masks, he feels they the thing to a head."
The NCAA instituted a face
have increased the decline of
hockey in the east.
mask rule effective "im"I said five years· ago that mediately" later on Wednesday.
there was too much hitting from A minor penalty will be called if-a
behind and high sticking,'' he player touches the mask and a
said. "Now it's gotten completely major is the player gra!>!! the
out of hand. The ECAC must do mask or if the mask is used to butt
something really quick or else or spear another player.
something bad is going to hap"After the Ohio State defen-

seman flipped the UNH player,
he got on top of him and the UNH
player couldn't move," Francis
said. "I think they both got game
misconducts.''
Francis said he felt sorry for
Kullen. "He was put in quite a
spot."
Bob Johnson, head coach of the
University of Wisconsin hockey
team and form~r Olympic hockey
coach, said the face mask
situation "was really bad." He
cit~d two recent games by the
Olympic team against Harvard
and RPI as examples.
"The Olympic players were
complaining that the kids (Harvard and RPI hockey players)
were butting them with the
masks," Johnson said.
Johnson said there is no face
mask made today suitable for
college hockey. "They are just a .
bunch of bars. But I think the face
masks are great for youth
hockey.''
Johnson said he prefers the
plexi-glass shield worn by Borje
Salming, the Swedish defenseman for the Toronto Maple
Leafs. "I don't like the cage
mask,'' he said.
Bert Smith, NCAA chairman of
the NCAA Rules committee,
said the NCAA is testing the
proper equipment, but he
questions the validity of the tests.
"The ECAC went ahead
with the rule (mandatory masks)
on their own, valid test or not,''
Smith said.
The ECAC is the only hockey
division, under the NCAA to make
it mandatory that face masks
be worn by hockey players. The
other divisions (Western and
Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Associations) voted to keep the
face masks as optional.
Smith said he personally was in
favor of masks that fit properly
and "get _the job done."
"It bothers me if it doesn't fit,"
he said. "I'd be a little concerned.
"Last year I saw a player for
Michigan Tech lose 80 percent of
his vision in one eye. There was a
breakaway up the ice, and the·
man was being pursued. The
stick from the pursuer was underneath and came up and hit the
man in the eye," Smith said.
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Ho~key

team 0-2
by forfeitur e ·

By Lee Hunsaker
Forfeiting two games at the
beginning of the season has not
dampened UNH's outlook on the
upcoming season, but the Ohio
State incident has left a sour taste
for most of the Wildcats. ·
What had begun as an innocent
weekend interleague series ended as another chapter in the
seemingly never ending novel on
facemasks.
The Friday game had evolved
to a 4-1 score after two periods.
. Ohio State started early, tallying
three in the first period and one in
the second.
"They played hockey," said interim coach Bob Kullen of the
Buckeyes who outshot the Wildcats 14-6 to build the 3-0 lead. "We
<UNH> had a minimal number of
scoring opportunities.
''After they scored their fourth
goal, however, we came alive,"
he continued. "Gradually play
territorially became more balanced and we did get one goal out of
it.,,

Forward Kathy Bryant takes a spill as goalie Lynn Walsh searches for the puck in UNH~s 3·
1 victory over the North River Pengulns last Friday. Tonight, UNH hosts the Walt am
Wings.(Nancy Hobbs photo)

Host Waltham tonight

Women puckster s
The North River Penquins outshot, outskated, and outchecked them, but UNH's
women's ice hockey team managed a 3-1 .
exhibition game win Friday night through
sharp goaltending and timely goals.
Tonight at 7:30-UNH will host the Waltham
Wings, the defending New England Amateur
c~mpions.

In the first two periods of the game, the
Penquins dominated play with 13 shots on
goal to UNH's nine, but managed only one
goal by winger Randye Brooks at 9:08-of the
first period. Meanwhile, the Cats' offense
sputtered and the defense was shaky.
"We're struggling," said coach Russell
Mccurdy. "It's a mixed affair right now.
We're not smooth."
It wasn't until the third period that UNH put
together a reasonable facsimile of its usually
sharp passing game and scored two quick

•
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goals, both by senior Gail Griffith at 11: 03 and
10:50.

"It wasn't our best game," Griffith said.
"We couldn't get our plays together. But the
upperclassmen kind of came through in the
end."
.
Goalies Donna Nystrom and Lynn Walsh
kept UNH in the game, while the offense and
defen8e were outplayed by North River.
Nystrom made 11 saves, while Walsh made
seven saves in the last half of the game. Griffith said Walsh kept UNH in the game.
"We-had good goaltending," McCurdy said.
"Lynn made some good saves and Donna
stood up well.''
Walsh said she was "psyched" for the
game. "I like playing when you have a lot of
shots," she said.
"The team played better at the end," she
continued. "But I'm glad we have a few
exhibitions before the real games.''

morning line
Lee
Hunsaker
~ assachusetts at

.

Mass by 17

New Hampshire

''Old
Grad''

Dana
Jennings

Tom
Lynch

Gerry
Miles

Mass by 7

NHby3

Mass by 1

Mass by 10

,

'.

Boston Univ. at
Bucknell

Buby3 ·

BU by 10

BUbyl5 ·

BUby3

BU by 10

Connecticut at
Rhode Island

Conn by20

Conn by 17

Conn by 10

Conn by 10

Conn by 1

Northeastern at
Maine

Meby2

Mebyl

NUby3

Meby3

Meby3

Dartmouth at
Pennsylvania

Dart by 7

Dart by 10

Dart by 16

Dart by 7

Dart by 7

ttarvaraat
Yale

Yale by 12

Yale by 13

Yale by 20

Yale by 11

Yale by 10

Boston College al
Syracuse

Syr by 7

Syr by 9

Syr by 8

Syr by 14

Syr by 7

Cornell at
Princeton

Cor by.7

Corby 1

Corby 7

Corby ;J

Corby 8

3-4-1
50-20-4 . . 714

4-3-1
46-24-4, . 657

Last week:
Season:

~

4-3-1
4-3-1
49-21-4, . 70( 50-20-4, . 714

4-3-1
50-20-4, . 714

Shots became more even also
as the Buckeyes were able to outshoot UNH by a mere 12-11 mark.
"It had been a long day," explained UNH captain Bob Francis. "Our legs were dead tired
and we were really flat until halfway through the second period.
Then we began taking the play
aw~y from them."
According to Kullen play
became increasingly more
physical and during scuffles
Buckeye players continually
grabbed UNH face masks taking
full control over their opponents.
"You were helpless when they
grabbed you," said junior forward Dana Barbin. "One guy
started shaking .my head around
and I was unable to do anything.''
Several incidents occurred
which finally led to the game disqualification of four players, two
from each team. Mike Waghorn
and Craig Steensen were both
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At Springfield

Field hockey squad
in EAIA W playoffs
Now settled comfortably in
Springfield (having left school on
Wednesday) the UNH women's
field hockey team begins its quest
for the EAIAW title today with
a 3 p.m. encounter with Rhode
Island.
Earlier this year, the Rams
tied UNH 0-0 here in Durham.
The tie, however, came one day
after UNH lost a physical and
emotional match with UConn, 2-1,
who is the number one seed for
this weekend's tournament.
The Wildcats, 9-2-2, are ranked
12 in the nation while Connecticut
falls in at fourth.
Should the Wildcats win today,
their semi-final match would
come at 5:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon ae:ainst the winner of the
Massachusetts-Yale contest. A
victory there would mean a berth
in the finals on Sunday at 1 p.m.
Connecticut's first round opponent is Bridgewater State, who
has lost to UConn and UMass by
mere 2-1 scores. Dartmouth plays
host to Springfield College to
round out the pairings.
· UNH coach Jean Rilling said

she is confident of her team's
ability to win the title·citing conditioning, speed and skilled stick
work as the Wildcats~ main
assests.
UNH's speed and stick work
could prove to be an extra plus
playing · on the artificial -turf of
Benedum Field.
Junior center forward Gaby
Haroules will be back in action
after sitting out last Wednesday's '
match against Northeastern
(which UNH lost, 2-1) with a back
problem. -Haroules is UNH's
leading scorer (16 goals) and
should prove to be a valuable cog
in the Wildcat machine.
Second in scoring is sophomore
Donna Modini with seven goals
and Patty Foster is third with
five. Starting in goal will be
senior tri-captain Janet Cope.
"We have practiced for no one
but Rhode Island,'' said Rilling
Wednesday. "We are not looking
ahead of them."
"You will never have an easy
tournament game."

Fo9tball

3... The Minutemen hold a 25-12-3
advantage in the series with
UNH. UNH last won in 1976, when
a 23-0 victory sent the Wildcats to
the playoffs ... Tomorrow's game
will be the last for 11 UNH
seniors.
-

FOOTBALL
continued from page 28

-LEE HUNSAKER

Defensive end Keith Reynolds shows the frustrations of Saturday's loss to Springfield. (Gerry Miles photo)
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Game decides YC title again

Wildca ts hoSt Minute lllenin finale
By Tom LY.Deb

surgery Tuesday. Hamilton,
For the fifth year in a row, the Loehle and Estes are "very, very
pressure is on.
questionable," for tomorrow's
The source of the pressure is game, Bowes said.
tomorrow's football game beThe lat.ter three may play,
tween UNH and the University of pending a doctor's report later
·Massachusetts. And both teams this afternoon, since it is the last
will feel it.
game for all three seniors.
UMass has to beat UNH to tie
"Normally, if a kid doesn't
Boston University for the Yankee practice all week, we don't like to
Conference championship.
play him,'' Bowes said.
For UNH. now 5-3-2. a victory
Bowes said the Wildcats may
"will make the difference bedown after Saturday's loss.
be
tween a good year and an averwe are, a game like
age year," said coach Bill Bowes. '.'As young asdoubts
in the kids'
leaves
UMass (5-3 overall, 3-1 in the that
said.
he
minds,''
Yankee Conference) should have · The rivalry between the two
an advantage coming into the schools remains. "Still, it's
game, which begins at 1 p.m. in UMass,'' Bowes said. ''I know
Cowell Stadium. The Wildcats we'll
play. We'll give everything
are in the worst physical con- we've got, but the question is, do
dition they have been in all year, we have enough."
and are coming off an em"UMass is the biggest game of
barassing 34-14 loss to Springfield the year for the seniors," Loehle
last week.
said. "Last year we took a whipSeveral starters were injured ping.
including
Chief's,
the
against
"Really, though, I thought
linebacker Mike Marchese, Springfield was the biggest game
flanker Dave Loehle and guards of the year,'' he said. ''We had the
Phil Estes and Phil Hamilton.
momentum. Now we've just got
The injuries left UNH in a lurch to suck it up against UMass.
Saturday, and will probably
mean a return to the patchwork Springfield was the biggest-and
lineup tomorrow.
·it should have been our easiest."
"It does something to a team,"
The Minutemen are not the
Bowes said, "when Marchese is overpowering team they were
hurt after only a few plays, and last year, when they advanced to
then Hamilton, Loehle and Estes. the finals of the Division I-AA
The guys on the sidelines are playoffs. Among the players from
wondering, 'Am I next?"'
that team who graduated are
Marchese suffered a severe starting backs Dennis Dent and
knee injury, and underwent Hank Sareault.

the new hampshire

spor ts

Puckster s win,6-3
over Salem State
By Lee Hunsaker

Freshman forward Dan Forget
tallied twice to lead the UNH
Wildcats to a 6-3 victory over the
Salem State Vikings last night in
Snively Arena.
The win, though in exhibition,
clearly showed a definite improvement for the . Wildcats
whose offense has finally begun
to flex its Division I muscle.
"Ther~'s no question we moved
the puck extremely well tonight,'~
said interim coach Dave O'Connor. "We did everything we've
been working on. Things are starting to come into place.''
UNH dominated the first period
of play pep~ring Viking goalie
Bob Duca with 21 shots.
Forget's first goal didn't materialize until 15:05 had elapsed.
Sophomore forward Dan McPherson had gone off for a late hit
and Salem State's Drew Taylor
'was gone for charging.
UNH's Dana Barbin won the
draw to the left of Duca and
passed back to Ron Reeve at the
point. His slap shot caromed off
Duca 's right pad to Forget who
stood at the edge of the crease
pocketing on an open net.
Forget's second goal came four
minutes later. Enjoying a power
play advantage, Barbin and
Frank Barth worked the Wildcat
Swirl to Duca 's left drawing a
defenseman with them. Forget
drifted to the far post beside
Duca and again had an open net
when he collected Barbin's pass.
UNH went with several
variations of forward lines,
looking for the r:~ght combination.

"We have five units right
now," said captain Bob Francis.
"We've got to cut down so the
guys can get into game condition
and get a hold of the system bet·
ter."
According to O'Connor, UNH is
using four sets of center-left wing
combinations with the right
wings.
"It gives continuity and
establishes the type of pattern
that we want,'' he said.
UNH would widen the lead to
three in the second but only temporarily as Salem State fought
back, matching the Wildcats' two
goals and the period ended at 4-2.
Mike King drew first blood with
a power play goal at 3:29 (Barbin
was off for cross-checking).
But Reeve regained the two
goal margin with slap shot from
the top of the circle which sailed
over Duca 's stick glove side three
and a half minutes later. ·
Barth added to the UNH lead
with a nifty goal at 14:16 of the
period. McPherson intercepted a
pass at mid-ice and fed Barth for
a partial breakaway. The two
Viking defensemen caught up
with Barth, but with both of them
hanging on his back he still
managed to rocket a backhand
into the upper right hand corner.
John Pascarelli brought Salem
St. back to within two with a
strange goal at 18: 46. As he
crossed the blueline Pascarelli
drove a slap shot at UNH goalie
Greg Moffett. Along the way,
however, the puck hit a stick,

a
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This year's U~ass offense is
more dependent on the passing of
Mike
quaterback
captain
McEvilly.
"They're throwing a lot mor~
than they have in the past,"
Bowes said. "Their running attack isn't as strong. They have a
strong defense. Last year thev
were strong both ways. They
were an outstanding football
team."
7tne Wildcats blew their shot at
for
momentum
gaming
tomorrow's game by fumbling
away last week's game with
Springfield. The Chiefs opened up
~ 34-0 lead in the t1rst nan ana
coasted to the victorv.
J"Kids don't want to leave this
year with that on their minds,"
Bowes said. "They want to prove
they're still a good football team.
"The only positive aspect is
that in a game like that, normally
things go to hell," he said. "At
least we played the second half
well. We played the second half
like we should have played the
·
first."
In the second half, sophomore
Denis Stevens took over at quarterback for the struggling Tom
Leavitt. Stevens, in his first extensive play of the season, picked
up the offense's lost momentum.
Wildcat Notes: UMass lost its
first Yanker Conference game in
three years this season to Connecticut, who tied with UNH 3-
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1

This was a familiar sight to UNH's secondary last Saturday.
Chief quarterback Jim Collis and his arm led Springfield to an
upset 34-14 win o~er UNH. (Lee HUnsaker photo)

Hooters · lose in playoffs
It's over.
The most successfql season in
UNH soccer history ended last
night on· the artificial turf of
Boston University at Nickerson
Field when the Terriers downed
the Wildcats, 2-0, in ECAC playoff
action.
The BU win sends the Terriers
into the ECAC finals against the
winner of the Syracuse-Oneonta
State contest to be played
tomorrow.
BU used second-half goals by
Jim LaVoie and Paul Fisher to
down the Wildcats as they
dominated much of the game.
LaVoie's goal came off a
header from in front of Wildcat
goalie Gordon Tuttle.
On the day, Tuttle made only
four saves as his counterpart,
Howie Friedman, racked up a
mere three. BU outshot UNH, 167.

. The Terriers' insurance goal
came later in the halg as Paul
Fisher one-timed a perfect cross
pass in front of the UNH net.
According to assistant sports
information director Mike
Bruckner, UNH had trouble with
the lights and astro-turf field.
"They (UNH) had problems
with heading the ball because of
the lights and the astr-0-turf made
it hard for them to control the
ball," he said.
UNH was named to the ECAC
playoffs as a result of its 10-4-2
regular season record under
second-year coach Bob Kullen.
Though UNH had defeated both
BU and Rhode Island during the
regular season, the Rams got the
N€AA bid over UNH because of
their superior record (12-3-1).
The other Yankee Conference
team to receive an NCAA bid was
Connecticut, which is ranked in

Women hoopsters
By Cathy Plourde

Plenty of optimism is in the air
as the UNH women's basketball
team travels to Quebec City to
participate in the LaVal University Tournament, tonight.
With seasons blessed with winning records behind them, the
young team has strong goals to
strive for this season. Third year
coach Cecelia DeMarco is both
optimistic and hesitant about the
season at hand.
''This year we hope to see the
fruits of our past efforts," said
DeMarco. "This is my third
season under the system and the
women playing now have been
with me since I began here.
"We know how we all work. We
aren't in a transition period
anymore, so hopefully it will all
come together this season, but of
course one never can tell. I've
seen how quickly injuries can
hinder a team."
At present, led by senior captain Karen Bolten, the team is
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healthy and high-spirited.
UNH is a young team however,
with Bolten the only senior and
three juniors behind her. ''The
bulk of people we're going to need
strength from are sophomores.
We have seven on the team and
they're all playing better than
I've seen them play before,''
DeMarco added.
"I'd like m to get into the top
three in New England this season
and possibly be in among the
schools heading for the Nationals
in February.''
Last year, the Wildcats ranked
fourth in New England and this
year they face a more rigorous
schedule than they've had in
previous years.
UNH's first regular season
game will be December 1, with
UVM, and Harvard is soon afterwards. Both of these teams have
posed tough competition in the
past with the final scores having
margins within 1-3 points.
'·'Those games could have gone

the top ten.
The Wildcats, as a result of
their 2-1 victory over Rhode
Island last week, are guaranteed
at least a share of the Yankee
Conference crown. Should Rhode
Island defeat UConn tomorrow,
the title will belong solely to
UNH.
The Wildcats' record on artificial turf for the past two years
mught have been an indication of
what to expect at BU.
Against the Terriers last year
at BU, the Wildcats lost 1-0 on a
late second-half goal. This year in
Chestnut Hill, UNH was beaten 20 by Boston College.
BU will now go on to the finals,
which will be played Sunday. The
finals were originally scheduled
for Saturday afternoon, but the
date was changed because
Oneonta State's field was under
water and needed the extra day ·
for drainage.

Canada
either way," said DeMarco. "We
just want to get a good start
before Christmas and keep a
strong pace up afterwards."
DeMarco said she can't see
where she would change anything
so far. After the tournament this
weekend she will know more. The
La Val tournament should be an
experience however, as UNH will
be playing by international rules,
turning it into a faster and much
more physical game.
The Wildcats will face the
University of Waterloo at 7 pm
tonight, and, should they win, will
be up against the University of
LaVal on Saturday.
"So far we've only had scrimmages and there's just so much I
can see at practice," said
DeMarco. "We won't know how
our regular season will go till
we've had a game or two. We'll
be getting some good competition
in the other schools this weekend,
then we'll know what lies ahead."

